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ABSTRACT
The Self-Evaluation Maintenance model (SEM; Tesser, 1988) hypothesizes that a
person will choose to be close to others who (1) do not out perform them on things that
are relevant aild thereby do not threaten them by comparison, but (2) do out perform them
on things that are irrelevant so that they might bask in reflected glory. The purpose of
this study was to apply the SEM model to an athletic setting to investigate the role of
performance and relevance of task on closeness of friendships and team cohesion. Based
on the SEM model two hypotheses were proposed. First, it was hypothesized that, within
an athletic context, an individual would be more likely to choose to be friendly with
teammates'who performed worse if the task was relevant but who performed better if the
task was less relevant. Secondly, it was theorized that team cohesion might also be
related to the SEM model. Closeness was measured using the Group Environment
Questionnaire (GEQ; Carron et al., 1985), a commonly used measure of task and social
cohesion. The GEQ is composed of four subscales: Group Integration:Task (GI-T),
Group Integration-Social (GI-S), Individual Attractions lo tlr-e Group-Task (ATG-T), and
Individual Attractions to the Group-Social (ATG-S). Thus, based on the Self-Ev2rluation
Maintenance model it was hypothesized that if relevance of the sport activity was high,
the individual would exhibit cohesion to the group surroundihg the task, rather than the
social environment.
The participants in this study were male undergraduate golfers (N = 38), who
averaged 2l years of age (SD = I .8 I ) with 7 years (SD = 2.46) of competitive golf
experience. Difference in performance was measured by comparing each partibipant's
golf scores to the performance of his three closest friends and his three most distant
|
friends(■グ〓0.15,SD〓2.98)fronl atleasttwo tournaments in the spring of 2002. On a
l
scale froln zero to 100,the participants were askcd to rate how relcvant golf was to hoW
they defined thernselves(」И=73.79,SD=27.97)and a COmmOn scalc was made based
on 1 2 other categories which a1lowed comparisOn across participants.Thc palticipants
also completed Rosenbergis(1965)Self―Estcem Scale(17=35.43,SD=2.64).CloSeness
measurcs wcrc obtaincd by a closeness questiohnairc(1イ〓67.23,SD=25.74)and by theヽ・
four sub―cales ofthe GEQ(GI―T:ゴИ=30.89,SD=5.89;GI―S:fИ〓23.29,SD=7.49;
ATG―T:fИ=25.81,SD=5.66 and ATG―S:fИ〓32.32,SD=7.03,Carron et al.,1985).
Analyses ildiCatedthathealphareliabilitycOcffidents fortheGI―S,GI―T,and ATG―T
were.81,.70,and.99,respcctively. The reliability coefficient of the ATG―S sub―sca e
wtt signiicantly weaker(.19).The deletion of item#7(“Ic可Oy、91her parties more than
teim partics'')prOduced a substantial inOrcasc in rOliability(.73). As a result,subsequent.
:   1
analyscs of cohesion in this study were performed without thc use bfite■1#7. Path
analysis(ANIIOS 4.01,SPSS Corp.,Chicago)was uSCd to tcst hypOthesized lnodels and
to providc guidance/diredtiOn fOr improvcmeバt.6ithe ttod9t tO best fitthe sample data.
Six,odels of fricndship choicc and cohesibh wcre constructcd. Conirary to our
initial hypothesis,the first rnodel indicatcd that participants cxprcssed higher closeness
ratings forindividuals who outperformed them in golf,and activity rclevance was not
related to closencss ratings.Howcver,the level of cxplained variance was vcry 10w(6%)
indicating thatthe modcl was not cxhaustiヾe,and a subscq entlnodcl was constructed
|
which included self―esteem.Golfers with higher selicsteem cxpressed closcr fricndships
with teammates,who outperfollllcd thCm,and rated g01f Oflesser relcvance.Sirrlllarly,
cohesion anllyscs i昴dicatcd that golfers with highcr sclf―cstecm werc less likely tO define
lV
themselvei in terms of golf. Perc"eptions of team cohesion were characterized largely by
task cohesion, and relevance of the activity was not related to cohesion.
While the present study did not provide direct support for the importance of
relevance of golf in relation to closeness, relevance of golf was significantly related to
self-esteenl. In shbrt, it was found the participants in this study exhibited high self-
esteem and surrounded themselves with teammates who were better golfers. Also, the
results indicated that the participants were attracted to the team for task reasons. These
findings preserve the notion of the SEM model that a person behaves to maintain or
increase a positive self-evaluation. Because of the importance of self-esteem, future
studies shoirld examine individual friendships on athletic teams but also investigate more
thoroughly the importance of self-esteem and its affect on cohesion. Understanding how
l
self-esteem affects cohesion might reveal important information about how and why
performance affects cohesion and vice versa.
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INTRODUCTION
Elucidating the nature of goup dynamics, teamwork and individual interactions is
essential to understanding human behavior. Gaining insight into these factors is
,1
particularly important to understanding behavior in athletic contexts. For example, being
a member of a team is often associated with feelings of togetherness, shared goals, and
cohesion. Because of the competitive nature of sport, however, cohesion between team
members may be weakened by the superior performance of a close other'
A substantial amount.of research exists to suggest that team cohesion may be
related to athletic performance (Paskevich, Estabrooks, Brawley, & Carron, 2001)' For
the most part, studies illuminate a positive correlation between these two factors. Mullen
and copper (1994) conducted a meta-analysis showing that 92 percent of 66 tested
hypotheses demonstrated a small positive relationship between performance and
cohesion. That is, as performance increases, cohesion increases. Likewise, as cohesion
increases so does performance. Widmeyer, Carron and Brawley (1993) also indicated that
g0 percent of the studies they analyzed showed that higher levels of team cohesion
corresponded with better performance. But the vast majority of this research is /'
correlational and no study has identified the precise causal nature of the relationship
between cohesion and performance. Note that while these meta-analyic studies highlight
the positive relationship between cohesion and performance, they report that a
meaningful number of studies show either a negative relationship or the absence of a
relationship between cohesion and performance. 'It is possible that splrt psychologists
can draw on other disciplines to help explain both the primary performance-cohesion
2relationship as well as the conditions under which thesc ttegative relationshipo lnay be
＼
ObseⅣd. sOcial psychOIDgical research by Tesser(1988)has lead tO the development of
the Self―Evaluation Maintenance(SEM)model.The SEM model was designed tO make
spccific prcdictions about thc rOlatiOnship betwccn friごndshiP chOiCC,perfollllance,and
the relevance of a specific activity.Consequently,sport psychology research on cohesion
and perfollllance combined with social psychological research on friendship choice may
offer important insights into discove五ng the mechanisln behind the perfollllance―
cohesion relationship. Thus,thc purpose ofthis study was to apply the SEM modelto an
athletic setting and to investigate the role of perfollllance and relevance of the task on
closeness ofindividual friendships and on cohesion.
Hvpotheses
First,it was hypothesized that a golfei would choose to be friends with teammates
oflesser golf ability if golf was relevantto how they defined themselves and would be
close to more successful golfers if they perccivcd that golf was not relevantto their own
°
self―definition.
Secondly,it was hypothesized that Tesser's(1988)SEM modelcould be used to
undcrstand the perfollllance―cohesion rclationship using the Group]Environment
QuCStiOnnaire(GEQ)as a g10bal measure of closeness ofthe team.Specifically,it was
hypёthesized that if golf was highly relevant to the participant,the participant would be
associated with the group for primarily task rather than social reasons.The GEQ
differentiated whether a person was associated with the group for task or for social
reasons.
Significance of the Studlr
This research contributes to the sport psychology literature in two important ways.
First, the athletic venue is an ideal place to apply the predictions of the SEM model.
Research on the SEM model strongly supports that a person behaves to maintain a
positive self-evaluation. Previous research indicated that relevance, closeness, and
performance are interrelated. However, most of the research has been conducted in the
laboratory, very few experiments have been conducted outside of the laboratory. While
there is every reason to suggest that the SEM model woirld work in an athletic context
(A. Tesser, personal communication, 30 November, 2001) it has not been studied directly
in this venue. Thus, this research provides an excellent example of applying this theory
outside of the laboratory. Secondly, the importance of introducing a highly tested social
psychological model into the field of sport psychology should not be undervalued. This
research provides a bridge between two important fields of psychological inquiry. Future
sport psychology research should build on the idea of maintaining a positive self-
evaluation when investigating the inconsistent findings of the performance-cohesion
relationship.
AssumptionS of the Study
The assumptions of this study include that the participants comprehended the self-
report questionnaires, and completed them honestly. This study was also based on"the
assumption that in an athletic context it is possible to measure closeness; relevance of
golf, and performance. It was assumed that these measurements at a single point in time
would accurately reflect a presuined stable relationship between performance, relevance
and closeness.
In addition, it was assumed that golf performance would be of higher relevance
during the latter stages'of the season because of the importance placed on performing
well at the upcoming Championship Tournament. It was assumed that each team
member would know each other well because they had spent most of at least one season
practicingtogether. 
* 
,."
Definitibh of Terms
L Cohesion: "A dynamic process that is reflected in the tendency for a group to
stick together and remain united in in" puisuit*of its inttnimehtal objectives and./or for the
satisfaction of member affective needs" (Carron et al., 1998,,p. 213). Researchers
measure cohesion by four separate subscales of the 18-item Group Environment
Questionnaire (GEQ; Carron et al., 1985). The four subscales of the GEQ are Group
| , l''
Integration-Task, Group Integration-Social, Attraction Groupllurk, and Attraction
Group-Social.
2. CloseneSs: Closeness between,two people was measured by the GEQ and by
closeness questionnaires. The closeness questionnaires asked the participants to name
their top three closest and most distant teammates. Subsequently, they were asked to
provide a friendshipiating from zero (not close at all) to 100 (very close), which
measured how close a friend they perceived the teammate to be.
3. Group Integration-Task (GI-T): Five items of the GEQ measured the
participant's feelings about the degree to which team closeness centered around the
group's task (Carron; Brawlby, & Widmeyer, 1985). Scores could range from zero
(strongly disagree) to nine (strongly agree) on each item. As a resultihe total GI-T sub
scores could range from zero (low GI-T) to 45 (high GI-T)
4. Group Integration-Social |GI-S): Four items of the GEQ measured the
participant's feelings about the degree to which team closeness centered around the group
as a social unit (Carron, Brawley, & Widmeyer, 1985). Scores could range from zero
(strongly disagree) to nine (strongly agree) on each item. As a result the total GI-S sub
scores could range from zero (low GI-S) to 36 (high GI-S).
5. Interpersonal Attraction to the Group-Social (ATG-S): Five items of the GEQ
measured the participant's feelings about personal acceptance and social interaction with
th6 group (Carron, Brawley, & Widmeyer, 1985). Scores could range ,.1* ,"ro
(strongly disagree) to nine (strongly agree) on each item. As a result the total ATG-S sub
scores could range from zero (low ATG-S) to 45 (high ATG-S).
6. Interpersonal Attractions to the Group-Task (ATG-T): Four items of the GEQ
measured the participant's involvement with the group task (Carron, Brawley, &
Widmeyer, 1985). Scores could range from zero (strongly disagree) to nine (strongly
agree) on each item. As a result the total ATG-T su6 scores could range from zero (low
ATG-T) to 36 (high ATG-T).
'i I. r
t
67. Path Analyses: Path analysis was developed by Sewall Wright to help
elucidate the causal models that a researcher formulates on the basis of his knowledge
and theoretical considerations. Path analysis was developed to study both the indirect
and direct effects between variables. Path analysis is an extension of multiple regression,
but each dependent variable is simultaneously regressed onto every independent variable
that is predicted to exert some effect. Path analyses were based on covariances and
correlations among observed variables (Kline, 1998).
8. PcrfollllanCe: Performance was lneasured by using scorcs obtained during thc
partiCipant's golf season.Scores for each participant were compared to the perfollllance
of each individual the participant had listed as a close or distant teammate and a
differencc score was computed. Note that a ncgativc performance difference indicatcd
that the participant outperformcd his friend while a positive performancc difference
indicated that the friend outpcrfolllled the participant.=A perfollllance difference of zcro
indicated that the panicipant and his teammate played golf cqually well.
9. Relevance: Tesser (1988) stated that a dimension'was relevant to an
.. t
individual's self-definition if the individual.would strive ior competence on the
dimension, describe himself in terms of the dimension, or freely chose to engage in tasks
that are related to the dimension. Another's performance is relevant to an individual's
self-definition to the extent that the performance is on a dimension 
lhat 
is important to the
individual's self-definition and to the extent that other's performance is not so much
better or worse than the individual's own performance that comparisons are rendered
difficult.
7, Relevance was measured by having the participants' list how relevant golf was to
how they defined themselves on a scale from zero (no relevance) to 100 (highest
relevance) in comparison to 12 other categories. Golf relevance was then determined by
the following calculation:
Golf relevance rating - lowest relevance rating
Highest relevance rating - lowest relevance rating
10. Self-Evaluation Maintenance (SEM) model: The SEM model states that a
person behaves to maintain or increase positive self-evaluation. That is, a person will
choose to be close to others who (1) do not out perform them on things that are relevant
(self-definitional) but (2) do out perform them on things that are irrelevant (not self-
definitional) so that they may bask in reflected glory (Tesser, 1988). "The SEM model
assumes that individuals are motivated to maintain a positive self-evaluation and that
one's relationship with others have a substantial impact on self-evaluation" (Tesser,
Campbell & Smith, 1984, p. 561).
11. Social Cohesion: "The degree to which members of a team like each other
and enjoy each other's company" (Weinberg & Gould,1999, p. 166). Social cohesion
was measured by the GEQ subscales: Interpersonal Attraction to the Group-Social (ATG-
S) and Group Integration- Social (GI-S).
12. Structural Equation Modeling: "Structural equation modeling is a
method for representing dependency relations in'mulfivariate data in the behavioral and
social sciences" (McDonald, Ringo, & Moon-Ho,2002, p. 64).
,
13. Task Cohesion: "The degree to which members of a group work together to
8achieve common goals" (Weinberg & Gould, 1999, p.166). Two sub-scales of the GEQ
measured task cohesion: Interpdrsonal Attraction to the Group-Task (ATG-T) and Group
Integration-task (GI-T).
Delinlitations
Rclcvancc,closeness,and,sclf―c teem wcre assessed only by questionnaircs
which were chosen or dcveloped spcciicany for this study.
The study was also delinlited by the cottelational nature Of the design as well as
the choice of involving only male collcgiatc golfcrs who successfully obtained a pOsition
on a collegiate golfteam on particular NCAA Division I,Division Ⅱ,and DilisiOn ⅡI
teams.Finally,cach measurcment(exCept for pcrfollllancc)was mCasurcd at only a
single point in tilne.
Limitations of the_ Study
As a result of the delimitations noted abo;re, the present results may apply only to
male collegiate golf players who are simiklr in ability to those:in the present study: those
that have high self-esteem who do not tend to define themselves by the sport of golf.
. 
) l'' i
Weinberg and Gould (1995) contend that issues such as personaiity type, year in school,
and gender also have the potential to affect cohesion on a sports team. In addition;'one
other limitatioh is that there were only 38 participaiits in ihis study. Notably, this study
'may not be generalizable to relationships amongst male athletes outside the sport of golf,
or female athletes in any sport.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The'purpose of the pres-ent study was'to evaluate whether Tesser's (1988) SEM
.model would, in an athletic context, explain both individual friendShip choices and team
cohesion based on an understanding of performance'differences and activity relevance.
As a result, it is important to gain a thorough understanding of the SEM model through a
presentation of previous research in the area.
The first part of this chapter centers on the empirical foundation of the SEM
model, as well as an explication of the predictions of the model. Previous research is
categorized into sections that address instances in which each specific variable
(iloseness, performance and relevance of the activity) has been succes.sfully predicted.
This chapter will ohly highlight a few of the more rel'evant studibs predicting each of the
variables, because an exhaustive presentation of iesearch on the SEM model is not
possible here. In order to further understand how the SEM model is connected to self-
esteeni maintentance, a subsequent section prbsents how the self-evaluation maintenance
model connects to research conducted on self-esteem.
The remainder of this chapter is then devoted to how the SEM model might wofk
in an athletic context and, more specifically, how the SEM model corresponds to work
conducted in the area of team cohesion. Different aspects of cohesion are d6veloped,
including task and social cohesion, ]IJd this distinction is followed by a presentatioh of
.:
work on how cohesiorn may.impact perforinance (and vice versa),
9
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The Foundation of the Self-Evaluation Maintenance Model
The SEM model originates out of Festinger's (1954) Social Comparison Theory.
Social Comparison Theory states that people in geheral want to understand the world and
do so by comparing themselves to others. In a sports situation for example, Social
Comparison Theory implies that comparing one's performance to that of others will
significantly impact how one's own performance is perceived. A person can perieive his
or her own performance to be better, worse or the same as the performance of another
person when competing in the same activity.
Social psychological research by Tesser ( 1988) has lead to the development of the
SEM model. The basic assumption of the SEM model is that when comparing one's own
performance to others, a person will seek to maintain or enhance how they evaluate
themselves. This model makes specific predictions about how performance will affect
closeness of the relationship with others and how relevant a specific activity is perceived.
Twenty years of research on the SEM model oifers convincing support for its predictions
that a person will choose to be close to othdrs.who (l ) do not outperformah",- on things
that are relevant (self-definitional) and thereby do not th."ut.n therh by comparison, but
(2) do outperform them on things that are irrelevant (not self-definitional) so that they
might bask in reflected glory (Tesser, 1988). itiurlthe SEM model makes specific
predictions about when and how comparison to others is going to impact closeness:
{(
Those predictions are based largely on personal task perforrnance and on activity
relevance.
Since the early eighties, researchers have consistently found that a change in
closeness, performance, or relevance of the activity will lead to specific and predictable
11
changes in atleast onc of the remaining two variables(TessCr,campbell&Smith,1984).
The prernise ofthe modelis that when a personis self―evaluation is threatened,he or she
will attust tO that thrcat by altering performance,relevance or closeness.Hence,the
association between two people(c10Sencss),thC perccived quality of accomplishments
(perfOrmance),and/Or the cxtentto which the pcrfollllance is on a dimcnsion pcrccivcd to
be important t。。neis self―de inition(relCVancc)inay be affected by a threattto a persOnis
self―evaluation(Tesser,campbell&Smith,1984).
Figure I represents a visual illustration of the SEM model. As can be seen from
this figure, whether a task is relevant or irrelevant determines how a person is gbing to
behave. The first part of the model illustrates that if a task is highly relevant to how a
person defines him or herself, the person will choose to be close to others who perform
Slightly worse, because he or she does not pose a threat to how the person defines him or
herself. However, if the other person performs slightly better, the person will distance
them and not be as close. Being close to someone who is performing better on a relevant
dimension threatens self-evaluation. In a sports setting,,this model implies that a golfer
to whom golf is highly relevant will tend not to'"be close friends with a teammate who is
performing better, but would tend to be close friends with.someone who is performing
just slightly worse to avoid feeling threateneh by the teammate's better performance.
The second part of Figure 1 shows that a person will behave'differently if the task
is irrelevant. If the task is irrelevant a person will distance themselves from people who
are performing worse, because nothing is going to be gained from being associated with
that person. Ihterestingly, a person will choose to be close to a person who performs
12
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Figure 1. The Self-Evaluation Maintenance model as proposed by Tesser (1988).
This model has been modified to reflect the friendship choices of a golfer.
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better on a task that is irrelevant. Being close to another person who is a better performer
enables the person to bask in the glory that the other has achieved. By reflection, this
association will maintain or increase one's own self-evaluation. For example, a golfer
who believes golf to be irrelevant to how he defines himself may choose to be close
friends with the best golftir on the team so that he can bask in the glory that this teainmate
offers.
Thus, Figure I illustrates that a person will try to maintain positive self-evaiuation
and if necessary, distance others who perform better on a relevant dimension and get
closer tci those who outperform them on an irrelevant dimension. Also, a person may
alter the relevance of the task based on perceived performance and the value placed on a
close other.
Prediction of Closeness
Tesscr's SEM modcl has been tested by several fcsearchers sincc thc early
eighties(TeSSer&Paulhus,1983;Rcevcs&Tesscr,1985).Rescarchcrs wcire maiily
interested in how manipulation of one or two ofthe prilnary variables would affectihe
third.Plcban and Tesser(1981)initiated somc of the carly work predicting closeness.
They hypothcsizcd that when an activity was perceived・as r lc ant to two strong
performers,the rclationship betwccn thc two people would not be characteri2ed as a c10se
friendship. When relevance ofthe activity was low and the other person perfo.11ledi
better,the relationship would be characterized as close.
In order to test these predictions, Pleban and Tesser ( 198 l) recruited male
r1_
undergraduat'es (N = 120) who were enrolleci in an introductory'psychology course. Each
participant was paired with a confederate. The participant was then asked to indicate the
: ." r
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interest and knowledge he had in certain topics (football, rock music, television, world
events, hunting, and photography). If the participant had a lot of knowledge and interest
in a certain topic, it was considered to be highly relevant. If the participants showed no
interest and little knowledge, the topic was considered to be of lesser relevance. The
participant was then asked 30 questions pertaining to the most highly relevant topic.
After the examination, the participants were told that they scored around average btit that
the confederate's score was either in the 80th, 60th, 40th or 20th percentile. That is, in some
situations the confederate had a better score than the participant and in other situations
the participant outperformed the confederate. To measure closeness, the participanfs and
the confederate were directed to a different room to sit down and complete an additional
questionnaire. Closeness was measured both from the physical distance between the
confederate and the participant, and through a questionnaire. The'questionnaire consisted
of three types of questions which measured a cognitive ("How much do you like this
person?"), an affective ("Do you feel that you dnd the other person are similar in
general?") and a behavioral closeness ("Would you like to work with this person
again?"). The results of this study showed that the coinpaiison process leads to either a
distancing of another person or to becoming closer depending on the other person's level
of performance and how relevant the activity was. If another's performance was better
on a dimension that was relevant to the participants' self-definition, the person tended to
distance the other person -- theoreticaliy to protect self-esteem
Similarly, Yinon, Bizman, and Yagil (1989) conducted a study with boys (N= 65)
and girls (N =72) from 7th and 8th grade classes in Israel. The children were
administered the MILTA intelligence test which was perceived as highly relevant to the
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students. The children were also tested on a literature test that the researchers believed to
be irrelevant to most students. The results of the qucstionnaire indicated that the
intelligence test was more important than the literature test. Closencss was measured
through an cxtcndcd version of thc lnterpersonal Relationship Assessmcnt Tcchniquc
(IRAT)that mcasurcd thc desire to be best friends with specific indi宙duals,as well as
thrOugh qucstions that described close friendships(c.g.,``Whatis your desire to lneetin
the afternoon?'').The participants received their test scorcs aftcr one week.Thc scores
were manipulated to fall in the rangc of 75 to 82 points. The children werc then
randornly aSSigned to one of four groups in which the participants were exposed toいeit er
an individual who performed in a supcrior or silnilar rnanner on l)the intelligence test
(high relevance)and 2)the litCrature test(10W relevancc). PartiCipants in all four groups
wcrc then instructcd to ratc how silnilar they perceived the other to bc,how relevant thc
two tasks were,and the extentto which they compared themselves to others。「Fhe results
indicated that the participants were lnore lnotivated to interact with another person in
order to improve their own perfollllancc.「rhus,thc chi dren tendcd to intcract witビla
bctter perforrlling othcr whcn the pcrfollllance reflectcd an'area ih which they、ルerc
expected to reach excellcncc.
More rcccnt work continutt to suppo■the.aSSumptiOns ofthe SEM mёdel.Most
rcccntly,Schllnitt,Silvia,and Branscombc(2000)cOnductcd a study to prcdict closeness.
』
They tested female undergraduates(Ⅳ=47)on｀hOw Willing they were to identify aid
compare to an in―group mcmber who highly outperfollllcd the participants.Thc
pmidpants irst comメeted a 15-■em gendcr lroup dendicadOn measure and then were
categorized as to whether thcy were 10w Or high in gcndcr group idcntificatiOn. The
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participants were told that they were being evaluated on a creativity,testin comparison to
men. They completed a very difficult creativity test in which only 3-4 questiOns wcre
ansWered correctly out of 13. Then the participants were told to read about a previous
participantin the study who had ansWered 9 out of 13 items correctly. To lneasure
closencss,the participant was then asked lo respond to 8 statcments about thcir
ilnprcssion of the participant who clcarly outpcrforlned thc current participant. The
questions were,for example''This pcrson is someone that l could be close to"or"This
pcrson is somconc that l would like to have as a close fricnd。" The p rticip nt was also
asked to answer questions pcrtaining to their own performance tO ensurc that thc
participant did in fact pcrce市e the prcvious participanピs perf。lHlancc accurately.Thc
participant was also asked to answer questions pertaining to a previous participant Who
had perforlned worse. It was found that the participant preferred to bc close to thc
participant who scored lower on the creativity test rather than thc pcrson who scored
higher on the creativity test. This study supported the hypothesis that people will try to
protect their own selicvaluttion bシdistanOihg themselvtt t9m sOmcone who clcarly
outperforms thcnl on a relcvant task.
Pにdictiott of PerfOrmancざ : .   :
It is clear that inanipulation of perfollllance differences and relevancc are rёlat d
to how close the pcrsorch00ses to be to others.(Dther resёhichers havc been slccessful
in predicting perfoimance. Tesser, Campbell and Smith (1984) conducted three studies
On the cffcct of rdevance and dosciよぎon p rforman e.ThcscthreelmdLs werc
designed to measure studcnts'ratings of their pcrfollHance,teachers'ratings of
performancc,and ihcir aCtual performance On arithmctic. In study l,fifth and six graders
゛I7
(N = Zl))enrolled in 16 classes were asked to name a classmate with whom he"or she
most and least preferred to spend time. As a measure of relevance, each participant was
given a list of activities from several categories (e.9., academics, sports, arts, and music)
and was asked to pick the activities that were most and next most important and leaSt and
next to least important. One week later, each participant rated his or her own performance
on the most and least relevant activities on a five-point scale. Also, the participantlwas
askdd to r'ate the performance of their closest and most distant friends on these activities.
In support of the SEM model they found that participants reported that their own
performance was better than their close classmates' performance on the relevant activity,
but was worse than their close classmate's performance on the irrelevant activity.
In study 2 (Tesser et al., 1984), teachers (N= 16) were asked to rate the
participants of Study I on what they though would be most and least important to the
participant. The teachers were also asked to rate the person closest and most distant tb
each specific participant. The study showed that self and close others were rated as
similar in overall performance. The study also found that the biggest discrepancy 
-
between participants and teachers were the ratings of distant classmates. The teaclirers'
ratings of performance showed that the participants overrated their own performance on a
relevant activity and tended to underrate their performance on an irrelevant activity.
Also, the study showed that the closer classmates' performance was underrated by the
participants on their relevant activities and was overrated in their irrelevant activiti6s.
In study 3 (Tesser et al., 1984), school records on the arithmetic grade-poiht
rt
average scores were recorded for the participaitt, the close classmate and the distant
classmate. Self-esteem was measured by tt 
" 
pi".r-garris Children's self-concept scale.
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The results of this study were in accordance with the SEM model. That is, the participant
did relatively better than the close classmate on a relevant dimension and the classmate
did relatively better on the irrelevant dimension. Based on this study, Tesser et al. (1984)
noted that a person with high self-esteem does not see others as a threat as easy as does a
person with low self-esteem. A person high in self-esteem may be more likely to choose
to interact with a person high in performance because it is not seen as a threat to their
self-evaluation.
While the previous research showed the importance of the SEM model in fifth
and six graders, other studies have shown similar effects in college students at the
University of Georgia. Reeves and Tesser (1985) tested the SEM model on
undergraduates and their association with sport teams from different colleges. They
predicted that to maintain high self-evaluation, students would prefer to see a close
school win more in a less relevant sport, and to see a more distant school to win more in a
highly relevant sport. The participants filled out a. sports t'eam questionnaire in which
they responded to an imagined sports competition between Georgia and a conference
opponent in football (high-relevance) and in wat-er polo (lowlrelevance). Qn a sevdn-
'i
point scale the participant listed ho* strongly they preferred to see Georgia's opponents
win. Closeness of the other schools was measured on a four-point scale based on how
J
often the participant listed the name of another schbcit. The researchers assumed that
close schools were thought to come to mind more often than-distant schools. The results
of the study support the SEM model predictions that participants prefer."d 
"lor" schools
to win more than distant schools on an irrelevant dimension but preferred distant
opponents to win more on a relevant dimension.
r9
Other sttidies have been conducted to investigate how perceptions of one's own
performance are related to how others perform. Kulik and Gump (1997) hypothesized
that perceptions of one's own performance could be affected by another's performance.
Kulik and Gump measured male undergraduate's (N = 90) affective reaction (proud,
satisfied, disappointed) to their relative standings on a cold pressor task (worse, better or
similar) to that of a close other. They found that in accordance with the SEM model, the
participants were more positive when their own performance was superior rather than
inferior to another person. This study showed that the better another performs relative to
the self, the less relevant is the performance dimension if the other is close. A threat of
comparison results from the better performance of a close other on a relevant dimension.
Ttie promise of reflection results from good performance from a close other on an
irrelevant dimension. This study indicated that when another person performs better on a
relevant dimension greater anger, contempt, disgust, envy, frustration, jealousy, sadness,
and shame are associated with the one who performs better, particularly when the
situation is relevant.
The SEM model suggests that one may actually lciwer one's own performance to
avoid these negative comparison processes.o-According to Tesser, Campbell and Smith
(1984) being close to a high performing other can make an individual's perfoimance look
bad by comparison. However, an individual's self-evaluation may not'be thrbatehed by a
strong performing other, regardless of how close the relationship is, but may instead bask
in the reflected glory of another's accomplishments if the task is perceived irreievant.
Given that performance is so important to who a person chooses to iirteract with, it is
important to remember that the crucial aspect in how close a person chooses to be to a
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better performing other depends on the relevance of the activity. Recall that the SEM
model predicts that a person will choose to be closer to a better performing other if the
task is relevant but distance a better performing other if the task is relevant. While the
above studies.underscored the importance of performance and closeness, the foflowing
section is dedicated to highlighting the importance of relevance.
Prediction of Relevance
Prediction of relevance is relatively infrequent in tests of the SEM model. More
often, relevance has been used to predict the relationship between closeness and
performance. However, a few studies have been conducted that find it is possible to
predict relevanbe from changes in closeness,and performance. Tesser and Paulhus ( 1983)
hypothesized that changes in relevance of an activity could be changed by the threat of a
close other's superior performance. Males (N = 96) from an introductory psychology
class were paired based on a pre-test on similarity and were led to believe that they were
similar. Then, the participant was invited to play a game on the computer. The
participant was led to believe that the score fromrthe-gomputer game was an accurate
I,
measure of ability, logic, speed of reaction, and length of time the participant could avoid
interception. However, the participant'! score was manipulated in order to be able to
,atl-l''t
divide the group into high and low perf. ormirs. Thb participant was told the manipulated
score and was then left alone. When the experimenter entered the room agdin, the
participant was made aware of his score in'comparisofr to others and then asked to fill out
a questionnaire pertaining to how'relevant the score of the computer game was and to
how he evaluated himself. It was found tfrat ttrat an attribute is madd less relevant to the
夕 `:
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extent that another person who is perceived to be similar outperforms an individual. That
is, when outperformed by a similar other, a person might rate an activity as less relevant.
A more recent study by Tesser,Crepaz,Collins,Cornell,and Bcach(2000)
highlights the innportance of relevancc. They conducted thrcc experilnents with
undcrgぬduttc malcs(Ⅳ=64).Fifty perccnt of thc participants were asked to write about
a tinle in which a close fricnd had outperf0111lCd thern when it was inlportant to do wcll
(releVant task). The Other group was asked to write about a tilne when the participant
outperforn■ed a close friend when it was inlportantto do well(relevant task).The
participant Was askcd to write about values・and fcclings that arose from the situation,and
how thc incident cffected their mutual relationship.Fourjudges unfamiliar with thし
hypotheses were thしn asked to answer various questions regarding values,feelingsiand
importance of thc task. In addition,the participant was asked to ratc thc rclcvancctbf the
task through a post―cxperiinental qucstionnaire,which lneasured the importancc ofthe
task. Consistent with thc SENII model,participants who had bccn asked to write about a
negative experience found the task to be less relevant whcreas the participants whdiwere
asked tO writc about a positive cxpcricncc rated thc il■portan e ofthe task o be hitthly
relevant.This study implics that people rnay try to regulatc thcir self―evaluation by
changing relevance of thcir perfollllance and of the task in order tO protect their own sclf―
evaluation.
Self-Esteem and the Self-Evaluation Maintenance Model
While research supports the predictions of the SEM model regarding closeness,
performance and relevance, more recent researbh'has incorporql,ed the role of self-esteem
into the model. Four experiments by Rudich and Vallacher (1999) on undergraduate
i
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males (N = .109) and females (N - 19.5) investigated who people with varying self-esteem
levels chose as evaluators. In four studies, participants,were asked to choose to interact
with one of two evaluators who provided either positive or negative feedback indichting
more or less acceptance. Rudich and Vallacher hypothesized that participants with high
self-esteem would choose to interact with someone who provided positive feedback
regardless of his or her interest in forming relationships, whereas participants with low
self-esteem would choose to interact with someone who expressed interest in forming a
relationship, regardless of his or her assessment of their personalities. Thus, in thdse four
studies, the experimenters' attitudes towards the participant were manipulated to show
either positive or negative feedback and whether the experimenter was interested in
forming a relationship. Several questionnaires (e.g., social self-esteem, need for
affiliation, self-consciousness and social anxiety) were distributed to each participant.
After completion of the questionnaires, the participants were told that two different
experimenters had evaluated their test. The participapt read both evaluations and found
that one evaluation was very negative and orie'was positive. Each evaluation then went
on to express the evaluator's attitude about interacting with the participant. After having
read the evaluations the participant was asked to Lhoose which evaluator tirey would
prefer to talk to for 30 minutes. Rudich and Valacher found that a person with low self-
esteem showed a heightened need for affiliation which was related to belongingness
concerns and low levels of sociability. These results also demonstrated an important link
between self-esteem and the choice of intbraction ,uan".r. Individuals high in self-
esteem preferred an evaluator who satisfied their needs for self-enhancement and self-
esteem concerns. Individuals with low or moderate self-esteem chose to interact with the
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person they felt was most likely to confirm their own low level of self-regard and tblerate
their perceived short-comings. Finally, this study showed that people would rather
interact with someone who has a positive view of them and who expresses desire to have
an interaction than with someone who has a negative view of them and expresses little
interest'in having an interaction despite level of self-esteem. This suggested that an
individual with a low self-est'eem presumably would be insecure in his social relations
and looked for signs of acceptance. In comparison, someone with a relatively high self-
esteem focused on maintaining his level of self-regard and thus chose to interact with
those who were more likely to provide favorable feedback.
In another study, Wood, Giordano-Beeck, and Ducharme (1999) conducted three
experilncnts in which they hypothesized that individuals high in sclf―cstcern who failed at
a given task would be rnore likely to compare themselvcs to thosc who pcrformed wOrse
than thcy did to compensate for their performance failure. Wood et al.found that high
self―esteenl participants who wcre in a failure condition sought rnore comparison when
they bclievcd that comparison would OCCur in thcir arcas of strength than whcn thcy
believed comparison would occurin thcir arcas of weakness. This cxpcrilnent showed
that people seck to maintain rather than to maxilnizc their self worth.「Fhese cxpcr m nts
showed that when the high scliesteem participants had alrcady compensated for thcir
failurc through self―affirmation thOy had・less dδζire to scck comparisono cOnsistent with
the SENII model,these studics confirm that people seck tO Inaintain their self―wOrth and
thatthey can do that by compa五son.While tttse stu4ieS hVCSd彦江e ind市dud
friendships choiccs,a llnorc global asscssment of cohesivencss of groups and teamゞhas
also been investigated in thc athlc[ic vcnuc.
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Cohesion
In 1950, Festinger, Schacter, and Back defined cohesion as "the total field of
forces which act on members to remain in the groupl'(Weinberg & Gould, 1999,p.166).
An individual's desire to be involved with a group's activities (attractiveness to the
group), and the"benefits that a'member can derive from being associated with the group
(means control) determine the strength of the cohesion (Weinberg & Gould, 1999)."
Carron, Brawley, and Widmer".lrWS; subsequently modified this definition to
incorporate the coniplexity of variables that impact cohesion. They proposed that
cohesion is:
A dynamic process that is reflected in the tendency for a group to stick together
and remain united in the pursuit of its instrumental objectives and"/or for the
satisfaction of member affective needs. (p.213)
In short, this definition reflects the ideii that"cohesion is dynamic, multidimensionai,
instrumen tal, and affective.
A social learning process characterizes the development of cohesion as athletes
interact with each other and their environment (Paskevich, Estabrooks, Brawley &
Carron, 2001): CohOsion evolves over time as the group interacts and begins to share
common beliefs and goals. Weinberg and Gould (lggg)statei1, "the distinguishing
characteristics of sport and exercise groups area collective i{entjtV, a sense of shared
t-rf
purpose or objectives, structured modes oi.o--unication, personal or task
interdependence (or both), and interper3onal attraction (p.147)". Group perceptions as
well as individual perceptions are importantusp.-cts of cohesion.
In an attempt to explain both individual and group aspects of cohesibn, Carron,
Widmeyer and Brawley (1985) proposed a conceptual modr
`  |   ´   ′
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hOⅥr Cach group mcmber integrates infollllation thatis relcvant and meaningful to the
group such that a variety of perceptions and beliefs are generated(PaskCViCh et al.,2001).
Group iitcgration and individual attraction to the group are two different dilnensi9ns that
may affect cohesion on thc team. In addition,group integration reflects the individualis
beliefs and perceptions about the group whercas the individual attraction to the group
rcpresents what initially drcw the indi宙dual tojoin thc group and continues to attr,ct the
group member. Group members lnay be attracted to the specinc group because they
believe that thc group can mect task and/or social needs(PaSkevich et al.,2001).
Task and Social Cohesion
More recent resOarch has emphasized tne impOrtance of differendating between
task and social cohcsion(Paskevich et al.,2001).Weinberg and Gould(1999)Suggested
thattask cohesion reflects how group membcrs work effectively together to reach
common goals,whcrcas social cohesion reflects how well teammates like onc anothcr.
According to Wann(1997),a teanl can display both task and social cohcsion
independently depending on a variety of intervening variables. That is,atcam may show
cohesive tendencies regardless of whether a teanl rnember chooses to interact with the
group bccausc ofthe task,because of the social cnvironment,or because ёf both. An
individual is typically initiany drawn to a group becausc of an interest in the group task.
Once the task orientation is incorporated within the group,social orientation emergcs as a
result of the increasc in social intcraction. Rcscarch has indicated that ncw teams would
be bcst charactcrized by task cohesion,whereas tehms of10ng―standing cxpericncctwill
exhibit both task and social cohesion(PaSkevich 9tal・,20ol). As a rcsult,carron et al.
(1985)propOSed a conceptual model_with four dimcnsions that characterizc thc dynamic
ち口「 ' =1
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processes of cohesion. These dimensions vary on whether the individual perceives the
group to reflect a task orientation or social orientation, the individual attraction to the
group, or the group integration:
Individual Attractions to the Group 
- 
Task (ATG-T),
Group Integration - Task (GI-T);
Individual Attractions to the Group 
- 
Social (ATG-S), and
Group Integration-Social (GI-S).
The model anticipatOs that these four dimensions vary over time and originate out
of the original task orientation (ATG-T). Over time, as the group develops, the focus
transfers from attraction to the group - task (ATG-T) into a more socially integrated
group orientation (GI-S). Thus, the task or social motivational nature of the group, the
team history, and the stages of grbup development all act as moderating variables on
cohesion.
The social environment may also affect cohesion. Weinberg and Gould (1999)
suggested that environmental factors, peisonhl factcirs, leadership factors, and team
factors affect cohesion. Environmentaifactors refer to the normative forces that bind a
group together and remain relatively constant thrbughout a season.,Fot example, level of
competition, distinctiveness, and team size is going to affect the degree and type of
cohesion found on a team. Personal factors refer to individual characteristics of team
members and vary depending on each individual member of the group. Attitude
-t
similarity, aspirations, commitments, individuals' perceptiohs'of the group, expectations
for individual behavior, and codes of cdnduct for practices, games, and social situations
may effect cohesion. Leadership styles by coaches and teammates also have the potential
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to impact cohesion. Team factors are also important when a team forms and develops
unique characteristics that are related to group roles and to group norms. Team factors
such as group positions, formal and informal roles, and norms may all affect both task
and social cohesion on a team.
In addition, the type of sport may affect the degree to which task cohesion
develops. Weinberg and Gould ( 1999) differentiated sports based on the n'ecessity for
group members to work together to achieve common goals. The three different
categories that emerge are coacting (low degree of task cohesion), mixed coacting-
interacting (moderate degree of task cohesion) and interacting (high degree of task
cohesion). Coacting teams can be identified in individual sports such as tennis and golf
where a team member is not dependent on another teammate while performing. Team
success on a coacting team is typically determined by the sum of individual performances
(Williams & Widmeyer, 1991). Mixed coacting-interacting sports such as relay teams
and baseball require that team members work together to some degree. Interacting teams
are represented by sports like basketball and soccer where the team's performance is
closely related to how well the teams work together.
Performance―Cohcsion Rclationshiっ
Therc has historically bccn a grcat deal σf intcrest in thc rclationship between
cohcdon and pcrforlnance.Widmeyer et J.(1293)甲ede  that 80 pcEcent lfthe
studies they analyzed on the perfollllance―cohesion re atiOnship showed a positive
performancc―coh sion relationship. Thus,cohesion may increase pcrfollllancc and the
cffcct of incrcascd pcrformance may be rclated to an incrcase in cohcsion. Wann(1997)
addcd to the findings by suggcsting that pcrfottance tcnds to i口うacじcohesion more
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significantly than cohesion affects perfollllance. Wann(1997)stated that team cOhcsibn
is both a cause of and'a consequence of perf01Hlance,but he speculated that cohesiOn is
prilnarily a consequence of perfollllance. Paskcvich et al.(2001),hOWever,noted lhat so
.far,research has had lilnited success in detellllining whether a circular relationshin dOes
exist,and this rescarCh has not been ablc to answer whether cohesion effects pefδrmance
or if performance effects cohesion. A more recentrneta―analytiё study by Carron,
Collnan,Wheeler,and Stevens(2002)spOcifiCally targeted toward sports team found that
there was no diffcrence betwecn the coheslon―to―perfollllancc and the pcrfollllanCC―to
cOhesiOn relationship.
A meta―analytic study by Mullen and Copper(1994)exanlined the overall
signiicancc anu Strength ofthc perfollllancc―cohcsion relationship.They found that 92
pcrcent of 66tmpirical studics showed a positivc rclationship whereas the rcmaining 8
PCrCent showed a negativc or an absence of relationship betwecn pcrfollllance and
cohcsion. rrhere secms to be somc conscnsus that cohcsion can lcad【to a  incrc scd
performance but occasionally incrcascd co,9siOn lnay lcad to worse performancc.
Carron,Prapavesis and Grovc(1994)sugiCSted that in certain situations cohcsion may
aCmJサbe unねvorあle lo perbrlnance.Thёξゞuggested thatにam cohesbn might be
viewed by athlctes from two perspectiv,s:(1)aS a psychological benefit and(2)and/Or as
a psychological cost(PaSkCVich ct al.,2001,lp:484).F9re文4mple,CarrOn et al.(1994)
found that athlctes with self¨hand capping tendcncies were rnore likcly to lower their own
J=
performance whcn cohcsion on the team脅as high in OrlertO protccttheir own sclf―
esteem.
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Carron et al. (2002) also suggested that task and social cohesion may contribute
to better performance, while better performance may contribute to better task-and social
cohesion. Though not significant, this analysis revealed that social cohesion showed a
slightly stronger relationship with performance than did task cohesion. This contradicts
findings from Mullen and Copper (1994), who found that the performance-cohesion
relationship was significantly affected by task commitment.
Mullen and Copper (1994) suggested that real groups were more cohesive due to
a shared history. The effects were stronger in real sports groups than in artificial groups
because such relationships were hard to replicate in a laboratory setting (Mullen &
Copper, 1994). Noteworthy, Carron et al. (2002) found that the performance-cohesion
relationship was stronger for female sport groups than the performance-cohesion
relationship for males sport groups. Finally, Mullen and Copper (1994) found thdt the
performance-cohesion relationship was stronger in smaller groups than in larger groups.
Until recently, the general belief has been that there is a positive relationship
between cohesion and performance for interactive tasks, while no relation or a negative
relationship would exist between cohesion and performance for coactive tasks (Wann,
1997). However, research by Williams and Widemeyer (1991) examined the
performance-cohesion relationship in golf (a coacting sport) and found that task cohesion
was the best predictor of performance, explaining 13 percent of the variance. Carron et
al. (2002) indicated that type of sport and interaction does not moderate the performance-
cohesion relationship. Their meta-analysis showed that the performance-cohesion
relationship existed in all sports, but may fluictuate a Iittle across sports and different
)
levels of competition.
, | {'
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Most studies seem to agree that better cohesion typically leads to better
performance and vice versa. While most studies on the performance-cohesion
relationship are positive, some are also negative. No studies have yet been able to
identify why some research reflects a negative performance-cohesion relationship. So far,
these effects have been explained away by inconsistencies in measuring cohesion and
other confounding variables. Williams and Widmeyer (1991) addressed the failure to
distinguish between social and task cohesion as a contributing factor for the inconsistent
performance-cohesion relationship. Consequently, Pabkevich et al. (2001) suggested that
future research should begin to address specific mechanisms for the effects of the
different types of groups and dimensions of cohesion. Carron et al. (2002) also noted that
empirical data of the conceptual model of cohesion would be helpful in order to
understand cohesion better. In other words, we need to better understand the "why" of
the performance-cohesion relationship and how performance is affected by both task and
social cohesion.
Sunllnary of Literature
ln summary,it can be concludcd from thc research on the SEM model(TcsSCr,
1988;Tcsscr`ヒCampbell,1984)that a,pcrson does behave to increasc・or maint in
positive self―eVa uation and docs so by・distバnёing thёmsclvcs ffon1 0thers,or altcrs
activity relevance or their perfollllance.Thbs,yariables,closcncss,performance,and
relevance have provided thc mechanisnl forthe SEM modcl and thus provided an
undcrstanding of fricndship choiccs. Othcr,fields;puch as spQrt psycholbgy,have not
dircctly looked at individual fricndship choices but typicaHy exanlinc thc global aspect of
cohじsion on s,ortS teams.This type Of rescarch has investigated thc relationship betwcen
3l
performance and cohesion but has not yet identified precisely how this relationship might
work.
Consequently, sport psychology research on cohesion and performance combined
with social psychological research on friendship choice may offer important insights into
discovering the mechanism behind the performance-cohesion relationship.
I
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purirose of this study was to apply the SEM model to an athletic setting and
to investigate the role of performance-and relevance on closeness of individual
friend5hips'and team cohesion. This chapter delineates the methods used in this study
and includes the following sections: (a) design and procedure, (b) participant3, (c)
materials, and (d) treatmerit of data.
Design and Proccdurc
Permission to contact golf coaches tt the Lafayette Golf lnvitational(Lopatcong,
Ncw Jersey)waS granted by the lnvitational Director one weck prior to the hvitational.
This invitational occurred l-2 wccks before the Conference ChainpiOnship.ThiS later
date in thc scason allowcd the teanl an opportunity tO develop both social and task
cohcsion(Weinbcrg&Gould,1999).In addition,it was assumed that golf perfollllance
would be of higher relevance during thOse lattёr stages of the sc son because of the
importance placed on perfolllling well atthe upconling Championship Tourllament.
At thc Lafaycttc lnvitational thc invcstigator approached each individual golf
coach. The purposc ofthe study and thc importance of participating wcrc brietty
explaincd(SCe Appendix A).TwelVe cOaches agreed tO lct their tcam participatc.Each
coach was asked to sign an infollllcd COnSent follll(See Appendix B)and retum it with
thc tcsting packagcs. Each coach was instructcd to distributc a testing package to cach of
the ive tournament players as well as to the rnembers Oftheir tcam that were not present
at thc LafayOttc Golf liヤi ationa .Each participatihg athlcte received a testing package
which containcd a lcttcr(scc Appendix C),inf0111led consent foml(see Appcndix D),a
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cover page (see Appendix E), the Group Environment Questionnaire (see Appendix F),
relevance questionnaires (see Appendix G), closeness questionnaire (see Appendix H),
performance questionnaire (see Appendix I) and Rosenberg's Self-Esteem Scale (see
Appendix J). The cciach was also given instructions to deliver a debriefing statement (see
Appendix K) when the participant returned the testing package. In addition to the verbal
instructions, the coach was provided with written instructions (see Appendix L). Finally,
the coach was asked to return all the completed testing packages to the experimenter.
Following the distribution of the testing packages, follow-up calls and emails were made
to the coaches as well as to individual participants. Five coaches returned the testing
package. In addition to the teams participating in the tournament, a nearby university
was contacted and asked to participate in the study as well. This university agreed to
participate and was provided with identical material and information.
Participants
The participants in this study were male golf players (N = 38) representing
various Division I, II and III golf teams. The participants' coaches were contacted at the
Lafayette Golf Invitational2002 (Lopatcong, New Jersey) for permission to recruit their
athletes to participate in the present study. Twelve coaches agreed to allow their golf
team to participate. Men's golf teams were chosen based on both theoretical and practical
reasoning. First, previous studies on the SEM model have been conducted largely with
males (Tesser & Paulhus, 1983; Kulip & Gump, 1997; Tesser et al., 2000). In studies
that did include males and females, the comparison process was found to be stronger and
more important for males than for females (Tesser, 1988). In addition, the choice to
' 
t. 
i
restrict the subject pool to males was based o.-n the practical fact that more universities
1
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sponsor men's than women's golf programs. In the NCAA (2002), there were 717
participating men's golf teams versus only 402 participating women's golf teams
Materials
Each contacted coach was asked to distribute a testing package to each of his
players. The testing package included a formal letter (see Appendix C) and an informed
consent form (see Appendix D). In addition, the testing package included six
questionnaires which measured: demographic information (see Appendix E), closeness
(see Appendix F & Appendix H), relevance (see Appendix G), perfO'rmance (see
Appendix f), and self-esteem (see Appendix J).
Demographic Information
Each participant was askcd to provide their datc of birth,sex,year in school,and   .
the number of ycars they had played golf competitively. The participants were then
asked to describe their skill level in golf compared to their tcammateS. Finally,the
participants wcrc asked to providc the name of thcir cducational institution(Scc Appcndix
E).
I
Closeness Ouestionnaires
Closeness on the team was measured by both the Group Environment
'\ * 1.. r r
Questionnaire (GEQ; see Appendix F) a-s well"as'through a questicinla-ire regarding
specific friendship choices on the team (see Appendix H).
The Group Environment Ouestionnaire,j Brawle!, earron, and Widmeyer (1985)
developed the GEQ to measure the dynamic that develops as a group becomes cohesive.
The GEQ is composed of l8 items presented on a 9 point scale anchored at the extremes
by strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (9). The GEQ was used to assess the
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participants' perceptions of the task and social aspects of the team as a totality as well as
the participant's attraction to the team. Four aspects of cohesion were measured: Group
Integration - Task (GI-T); Group Integration - Social (GI-S); Individual Attractions to_the
Group - Task (ATG-T), and Individual Attractions to the Group - Social (ATG-S). The
scores on each specific sub-scale were computed by summing the ratings from the
relevant items. The score of each specific scale was computed and stronger agreement
represented greater perceptions of cohesion. Items l-4,6-8,11,13-14,17-18 were
negatively worded and reverse coded.
Five items measured Group Integration - Task (GI-f). These five were items 10,
12,14,16, and 18. These items asked for participants' perceptions about the similarity,
closeness, and bonding around the task. For example, the item, "Our team is united in
trying to reach its goals for performance" is included in the Cf-f.
Four items measured Group Integration - Social (GI-S). These 4 were items 11,
13,15, and 17. These items measured the participants'perceptions about the similarity,
closeness, and bonding around social aspects. The item, "Our team would like to spend
time together in the off season" is included in the GI-S.
Four items measured Individual Attractions to the Group 
- 
Task 6fG-T). These
four were items 2, 4,6, and8. These items asked for farticipahts' trierceptions about
personal involvement with the group task, productivity, goals, and objectives. The item
"I am not happy with the playing time I get" is'included in the ATG-T. r
Five items measured Incliviclial Attractions to the Group 
- 
Social .7.ZG-S).
These 5 were items 1, 3,5,J, and 9. These ite?ns asked for the participants' perceptions
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about personal involvement, acceptance, and social interaction with the group. The item
"I do not enjoy being a part of the social activities of this team" is ihcluded in the ATG-S.
Paskevich et al.(2001)reported the GEQ to bc internally consistent and
contended that it demonstrated face,concurrcnt,and predictive validity. Widmeyer,
Brawley and CaHon(1985)repo■ed the alpha reHability cocfficients to be O.75(ATG―つ ,
0.64(ATG―S),0.70(GI―T),and o.76(G卜S).
Fricndship Choices.Individual friendship choiccs were also rccorded through a
second closeness questionnaire(sCe Appendix H).Similar to Tcsser,Campbcll and Smith
(1984)the participants were askcd to list thcir three closest friends and their threc most
distant friends on the team. Thcy wcrc then askcd to provide a closencss rating ranging
froln not bcing vcry close(0)tO bCing vcry closc(100). The tCanlrnatc with thc highcst
rtting represented the closest friend on the team.Similarly,the teammatc with the loWest
rating represented the teammate to which the participant felt rnost distant. rrhe directions
noted that thc participant inight consider all tealnlnates friends and that by rating another
teammate lower,thcy were not nccessarily expressing dislike for their teammate. It w不
cxplained that it Was natural and incvitable to be friendlicr with somc pcople than with
others. In an opcn―ended follllat,the participants were also asked what thcy thought
made someone a c10sc friend in gencral.  , 7     . 、、
■｀
Relevance Ouestionnaire
RescarchontheSEMInodelhitthliLhtetttheimpOrta19eofh°W relevan  a task
り や       ´
was to how thc partiCipants dcincd themsclves(Tesser&Campbell,・1984).In the
devdopment of a relwancc questiёn五づiゃ,a pi10t study Was conductcd on college
students in an introductory psychology claよ
litlthacac01lege(ハ「〓42). ThcSe
'n- s-
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participants were asked to list the top ten priorities in their lives. From,f," pifo, study, 12
categories of relevance emerged which included academics, adventure, career, family,
friends, happiness, religion, respect, sleep, success, values/morals and wealth. These 12
categories were used to develop a "relevance" questionnaire and golf was added so that,
the relevance category consisted of 13 items. The participants in the present study were
asked to rate each given category with a number ranging from no relevance'(0) to highest
relevance (100). The participants were asked to place the highest ratings on.those items
that were most closely related to the way in which they defined them3elves. Furthbrmore,
it was specified that the category with utmost relevance should receive the highest rating
(see Appendix G). Golf relevance was then determined by the following calculation:
Golf relevance rating - lowest relevance rating
Highest relevance rating - lowest relevance rating
Thus, the relevance score provided a measure of how relevant golf was in
comparison to other relevant categories. By using this calculation, a common scale for
relevance was achieved which allowed comparison across participants.
Performance Ouestionnaire
Performance was obtained by contacting the sports information director of each
school to receive results of each participant's performance throughouf the ye'ar. The
scores from a maximum of three tournaments were recorded lol eashrparticipant and
paired with the names that the participant had listed as being close or distant friends. The
difference in performance between the participant and his respective.six teammates were
computed for each tournament. Then the average mean score of difference across all
common tournaments for the 2002 season between the participant and the respective
friend were found. With respect to golf, the lower the actual sbore from the tournament
´
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the better was the performance. Therefore, a negative mean score perforrnance difference
indicated that the participant was a better performer than his teammate, and a positive
mean score indicated that the friend was a better performer. A mean average score
difference of zero indicated that the participant and his friend played golf equally well.
Self-Esteem Ouestionnaire
The purpose of Rosenberg's Self-Esteem Scale was to measure the participants'
self-esteem. According to Blascovich and Tomaka (1991), Rosenberg's Self-Esteem
Scale is widely used and evidences substantial reliability (.88) and validity (.17). An
example of one item on Rosenberg's (1965) Self-Esteem Scale read as follows: "I feel
that I am a person of worth, at least on equal plane with others." Each response ranged
from strongly agree ( I ) to strongly disagree (4). The higher the sum of these scores, the
higher was the individual's self-esteem. The possible range of scores was from 10 to 40.
Items 1,2,4,6, and J were negatively worded and reverse scored.
Treatment of Data
After participants'responses were collected all data wcre recorded. Dcscriptive
statistics wcrc coIIiputcd using SPSS and a correlation matrix was created for cach of the
primary tested variables. A hypothcsized lnodel was dcveloped bascd on the SEM
model hterature.Path analyJs was uSed tO test thcthypothesittd mOdCl語とtO provide・
guidancc/dircction for improvcment of the model.Amos4.01(SPPS COrp.,Chicago)was
used to test how the models best fitthe sample data. The critefia used tO assess the model
fit stttistics wcrc based on the work of Klinc(1998),～Iaruyama(1998)and Byrnc(2001)
and are summarized in Table 1.
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Table I
Criteria used in the assessment of good model fit statistics
Criteria C ritic al Value D e s c ription
Small Sample Size (M) < 100
Chi Square (12) Z,ero indicated good model fit statistics
A value of 1.96 was significant at p = .05. A value of 2.225 was
significant at p - .01. A low y2 value and non-significant critical
values were desired goodness-of-fit statistics.
X2 I d.f < 3 is considered a good fit
GFI 1 is considered a good fit
CFI 0.90 = a good fit; 0.95 = superior fit
RMSEA When the Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)
was < .05 the fit was good. When RMSEA was < .08 there was a
reasonable fit. When the RMSEA was greater that .08 but smaller
that .10 there was a mediocre fit. When thd RMSEA was greater
than .10 there was a poor fit.
Hoelter's Index An index score in 
"*.fs of 200 *u, inli.utive of a model that
adequately represented the sample data.
Arθ姥.The values listcd above were bascd oi rccommendatiOns from Klinc(1998)and
Byrne(2001)on path analysis and structural cquttiOn mOdcling.The.o516ve1 0f
significance was uscd for all research hypothcscs.
F
Chapter 4
あ  RESULTS
Recall thatthe purpose of this study was to apply thc SEヽ4 model to an athletic
setting and tO inveStiЁate the lt)le.OflefOrmance and rclevance on closeness of
individual friendships and teanl cohcsion. The statistical analyses of thcsc data are
presented in this chante:・ThiS・Ch Cr COnsists of the fo1lowing sections:(a)deSCriptive
StatiStiCS,(b)pSychomctrics Ofthe GEQ,(c)path analyscs of friendship choice and the
SEM mocel,こ)・pdth aralyscゞbfcohesi6n ahd the sEM model,and(c)summary.
Descriptive Statistics
The participants in.this study were male undergraduates (N = 38) representing six
different universities. The participants averaged 21 years of age (,SD = 1.81) with 7 years
(^SD = 2.46) of competitive golf experience. Table 2 presents the means and standard
deviations for each primary variable tested in the model. The matrix presenting the
correlations between closeness ratings, performance, relevance, self-e'steem and the four
sub-scales of the GEQ (GI-S, GI-T, ATG-S, and ATG-T) can be found in Table 3.
In comparison to other important categories, it was found that golf was relevant to
the majority of the participants. Ratings of relevance of golf ranged from 0 to 100 (M =
13.29, SD = 21 .91; see Figure 2). As can be seen from Table 2 and Figure 2, it is clear
that there is a highly skewed distribution and that relevance scores clustered in the higher
ranges.
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Table2
D e s c rip tiv e S tati s tic s fo r C lo s ene s s Rat in g s, P e rfo rman c e D ffi r en c e s,
Relevance, Self-Esteem and Cohesion (GI-\, GI-T, ATG-9, and ATG-T)
ν SD  νJれ  n蝋
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Closeness Rating
Performancc Differenccs
Relevance
Self―Estccm
GI―S
GI―T
ATG―S
ATG―T
25。74    0
2.98    -9
27.97    0
2.64   30
7.49    8
5.89    18
7.03    11
5.66    16
67.23
0。15
73.29
35.43
23.29
30.89
32.23
25.81
100
10
1 0
4
36
45
43
35
97
97
38
38
38
38
38
38
Note. There were 38 participants in this study. N = 9l was obtained by
comparing each of the participants performance difference and closeness to
six other participants on the team.
F.
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Table 3                            .
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_  Variables 2345678
1.Closcness Ratings ―
2.  PerfollllanCe       .25*       ―
3.  Relcvancc        .06      -.03    -
4.  Sclf―EStccm      .07       .22* ―.35*  ―
5.  GI―S            .27*      .16   .26*   ―.23*    ―
6.ATG―T       .02    -.03 -.24*   .26*  ―.30**   ―
7.  ATC}―S          .32*      。1   .28**  ―.46**   .62**  ―.11     -
8.  C}I―T            .13       .10  .03   ｀ .31**  .19**    .48**  .18     -
Note: *p <.05. xxp <.01.
=  :′       ～
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Figure 2. This figure represents a histogram distribution of relevance of golf (N = 38).
The mean is73.29 with a standard deviation of 21 .97 . The line represents a normal
curve. Rrjlevance was measured by having the participants' list how relevant golf was to
how,they defined themselves on a scale from zero (no relevance) to 100 (highest
relevance) in comparison to l2 other categories. Golf relevance was then determined by
the following calculation:
Golf relevance ratinq - lowest relevance rating
Highest relevance rating - lowest relevance rating
| ~~‐
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Self-esteem scores ranged from 30 to 4d (M = 35.43, SD = 2.64' see Figure 3).
These scores clustered in the higher ranges, and767o of the sample scored above 35.
Scores below 3l indicate low self-esteem, whereas scores above 35 indicate high.self-
esteem. Dr. A. Story (personal communication, Jdly 25,2002).
Psychometrics of the Group Environment Ouestiiinnairq
Reliability analyses were conducted on each of the four sub-scales associated
with the GEQ. The results indicated that the alpha reliability coefficients for the GI-S,
GI-T, and ATG-T were .81, .70, and .99, respectively (see Table 4, line D). The alpha
reliability coefficient for ATG-S, however,.was only .19. Item total statistics indicated
that the deletion of Item #7 ("lenjoy other parties more than team parties") produced a
substantial increase in reliability. The alpha coefficient with the deletion of Item #7 was
.73. Therefore, subseque:t analyses conducted on ATG-S used'an ATG-S sub-scale
created without Item #7.
'- Path Analyses
Path analyses were used to explore the extent to which the hypothesized models
adequately described the sample data (Byrne, 2001). Guided by TeSser's (1988) SEM.
model (see Figure l), six models were constructed using the statistical software AtrrtOS
4.01 (SPSS'Co.p., Chicago, IL) and SPSS 
.11.0 (SPSS ind., Chicago, tr-).
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Self Esteem
Figure 3. This histogram represents the participants' (N = 38) self-esteem (M = 34.43,
SD =2.64) as measured by Rosenberg's (1965) Self-Esteem Scale. The line represents
the normal curve. The possible range of scores was from l0 to 40. The higher the sum of
these scores, the higher was the individual's self-esteem.
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Table 4
Alpha Reliability of the Four Sub-Scales (ATG-\, ATG-T, GI-\, and GI-T) of rhe
Gro up Env ironment Que stionnaire
ATG―S ATG―T  GI―S   GI―T
A.Widmeyer,Brawley,&Carron(1985)  .64  .75  .76   .70
B..Carron&Spink(1995;Study l)        .62    .77    .77    .71
C.Carron&Spink(1995;Study 2)       .61    .78   .78    .71        ・
Do Wahlin,DePalma,&wigglesworth.19*     .99     .81      .70
(2003)
Note. xlndicates the alpha reliability prior to deletion of item #7. The alpha coefficient
with the deletion of Item #7 was .13.
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Model 1: The Self-Evaluation Maintenance Model
The first theoretical model was constructed based on Tesser's (1988) SEM model.
This model proposed that relevance of the activity and participant performanc6
differences would differentially affect how close a friend the participant would rate his
teammate.
The model fit statistics showed a closeness of fit between the hypothesized model
and the sample data (see Table 5). The Chi-Square value, the Goodness of Fit Index, the
Comparative Fit Index, Hoelter's Critical N and the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation were all strongly indicative of a superior model fit between the
hypothesized model and the sample data. Based on the Modification Index, no
significant changes were suggested for the factor loadings and there was no rationale for
further respecification of the model.
The adequacy of each of these three variables (relevance, performance difference,
and closeness) was then evaluated (see Figure 4). Based on the critical values and -
explained variances it was noted that the path between relevance and performance
difference was not significant. The path between performance difference and closeness
ratings Was significant; however, it accounted for only 6Vo of the variance in closeness.
Thus, Model 1 indicated that the golfers in this experiment tended to be closer friends
with teammates who performed better, and more dis.tant to teammates who performed
worse. However, the level of explained variance was very low (6%) indicating that the
model was not exhaustive and a second model whs constructed,(Model 2).
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Table 5
MoグιJ Fj′S,α
`j∫
′jcs
Ⅳlodel Description         χ
2   ィ ρ χ2/aF  GFI   CFI  RMSEA H::ler
1.SENII
嗜    ,   (Figure 4).43  1   .52    .43   1.00  1.00    .00     869
5.55  3   .14   1.85    .97   .86    .09      136
.30  1   .58    .30   1.00  1.00    .00     1225
14.24  4   .01** 3.56   .96   .90    .16      64
2. SEM + Self-Esteem
(Figure 5)
3. SEM Identified
(Figure 6)
4. Cohesion
(Figure 7)
5.Cohesion+Self―Est em
‐  (Figure 8)                63.77  9   .00** 7.09    .87   .65    .25      26
6. Cohesion ldentified
(Figure 9) 11.89  7   .10   1.70    .97   .97    .09      114
Note. SEM, Self-Evaluation Maintenance.Model; GFI, Goodness of Fit Index; CFI
Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA, Root-Mean Square Error of Approximation
*p < .05.** p <.01. 
.
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Pefformance
Difference
Closeness
Rating
Figure 4. Model 1 based on Tesser's (1988) Self Evaluation Maintenance model. This
model represents relevance of the task, performance difference, and closeness ratings of
individual friendship. Note that a negative performance difference indicated that the
participant outperformed his friend while a positive performance difference indicated that
the friend outperformed the participant. A performance difference of zero indicated that
the participant and his friend played golf equally well. This model was accepted based on
Model Fit Statistics. x Represents significant paths p <.05; ** represbnts significant
paths p <. 01. d represents disturbances.
?
?
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Model 2: Self-Evaluation Maintenance Model and Self-Esteem
Bascd on rescarch on the SEM model and thc role ofself―estecm(Tesser&
Moore,1989;Tesser et al.,2000),a SecOnd model was constructcd with sёlf―estecm
spccificd as thc cxogcnous variable(see Figurc 5). The mOdel fit statistics showed a
closcness of fit bctwccn thc hypothcsizcd model and the sarnple dtta.(SCe Tablc 5).The
non―significant Chi―Square vdlue indicated that there was a closeness of fit with the
model overall. Despite the initial acceptance of this model,the CFI,the RNIISI〕A,the
Hoelter[s Critical N wcre indicative of only a rnediocre FnOdel.In addition,thc
modification indiccs suggcsted sevcral alterations.Thus,NIIode1 3 was devcloped.
Mode1 3: Self―Eva uation Maintenance Model ldentificd
Based on thc modification indices produced in thc analysis of the modcl in Figurc
5,a third model was constructed(sce Figure 6)。NIIOd l fit statistics indicated that therc
was good closcncss of fit bctwccn thc hypothcsizcd modcl and thc sample data. As can
be secn in Table 5,the non―significant chi―squarc valuc indicated that the overall fit of
this ovcr―identified model was acceptable.Likcwisc,thc χ
2ノ
ィr tiO,Goodne s of Fit
lndex,thc Comparativc Fit lndcx,Hoelter's Critical N and thc Root NIIcan Square Error of
Approximation werc strongly indicative of lsuperiOr fit bざtween thc hypothesized model
and thc sample data(scc Table 5).Based On the NIIodification lndex,no significant
changcs were suggestcd for the factorlo,ding,andthereヽ″as nё fatl na しfδr furthcr
rcspecification of thc modcl. Therefore,it was concluded thatthe overan model fit
stttistics were acceptable for identifying the bath between seliよccm,rdevance,
perfollllance difference,and closeness ratings.
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Self Esteem
Relevance
Performance
Difference
Closeness
Rating
Figure 5. Model 2 was based on Model I (Figure 4). Self-esteem was added to the
model based on the importance of self-esteem in the self-evaluation maintenance
literature (Tesser & Moore, 1989; Tesser et al., 2000). Note that a negative performance
difference indicated that the participant outperformed his friend while a positive
performance difference indicated that the friend outperformed the participant. A
performance difference of zero indicated that the participant and his friend played golf
equally well. This model was rejected base.d on poor Model Fit Statistics.
x Represents significant paths p < .05; x* represents significant paths p < .Ol.
d represents disturbances. r L
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Figure 6. Model 3 was based on modification indices relating to Figure 5 (Model 2) and
Tesser's (1988) SEM model including self-esteem. This model was accepted because of
good model fit statistics. Note that a negative performance difference indicated that the
participant outperformed his friend while a positive performance difference indicated that
the friend outperformed the participant. A performance difference of zero indicated that
the participant and his friend played golf equally,well. I Represents significant paths p <
.05; xx represents significant paths p < .01.1d iepreSent.s distirrbances.
l卜 ●  ヽ
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The adequacy of each of the four fariables(Self―esteem, 61もvan9e,perf0111lance
difference,and closeness)waS evaluated. Based on the critical values and explained
variances,several paths were identified as being significant(Sec Figure 6).ThiS InOdified
modcl suggcsted that the indirect path between self―cstcenl,pcl・folHlance and closeness
was very impOrtant. The interpretation of these paths indicated that the highcr thc
participant's sclf―e te nl,thc more likely the participant was to surround hirnsclf with
tcammates who were better golfcrs. In addition,a pcrson with a highcr self― estccln was
lcss likely to define hilnself in tcrlns of golf.Thc rcsults highlightcd thc irnportancc of
self―esteenl and its role in folllling individual friendships in a compctitive sport
environment.
NIIode1 4: Cohesion
The first three models were based on Tesser's (1988) SEM model and indicated
that self-esteem and performance differences did impact whom the participant chose as
friends. In order to approximate the SEM model in an athletic context with an accepted
measure of cohesion (Group Environment Questionnaire), a model was constructed with
the'same performance and relevance variables as in the previous analyses (see Figure 7).
Cohesion was measured aS a construct of GI-S, GI-T, ATG-S, and ATG-T. The analysis
showed that the participants primarily perceived the team to be a cohesive unit
surrounding the task of playing golf (see Figure 7). In the initial analysis of relevance,
performance and cohesion, however, no significant paths were found'and the model fit
statistics indicated that this model was an inadequate fit of the sample data (see Table 5).
Thus, this model was disregarded and a new model (Model l) was subsequently
constructed with self-esteem as the observed exogenous variable-
■｀
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Fjg“″ Z Mode1 4 was bascd on Tesser's(1988)SEM modcl uJngthc foursub―scalcs
ofthe Group En宙ronme t Questionnaire(小TG―T,GI―S,ATG―S and GI―T)aS a cOnstruct
of cohesion.This■odel was raectedbecalS,Of 16or model it statistics.Note that a
negative performance diffcrence indicated that the participant outpcrfolllled・his fricnd
whilc a posidvc perforlnance diffcrence indcatcd that thc ttiend out"rfOrmcd the
participant.A perfollllance diffcrence of zcrqindicated that thqparticipant and his friend
playcd golf equally wen.                   .        L
*Represents significant paths ρ<.05;**represents significant paths ρく.01.
d reprcsents disturbances.
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Model5: Cohesion and Self-Esteem
To test the SEM model in an athletic context, self-esteem was added to the model (see
Figure 8). The model fit statistics showed an inadequate closeness of fit between the
hypothesized model and the sample data (see Table 5). The significant Chi-Square value,
the GFI, the CFI, the RMSEA, and the Hoelter's Critical N were all indicative of a poor
model. Based on the Modification Index, however, significant changes were suggested
and there was rationale for further respecification of the model (see Table 5).
Model 6: Cohesion Identified
Based on the modification indices from the previous model, a new model was
constructed (see Figure 9). The model fit statistics showed a good closeness of fit
betwebn the hypothesized model and the sample data (see Table 5). The non-significant
Chi-Square value, the GFI, the CFI, and the RMSEA were all indicative of a good model.
Based on the Modification Index no other significant changes were suggested for the
factor loadings and there was no rationale for further respecification of the model. This
model fit the data moderately well. The adequacy for each of the four variables (self-
esteem, relevance, performance difference, and cohesion) was evaluated. Based on the
critical values and explained variances, several significant observations were made (see
Figure 9).
Model 6 indicated that a golfer with higher self.-esteem would be less likely to
define himself in terms of golf. The paths also showed'that there was no significant
effect observed between relevance of golf and perceptions of team cohesion. The direct
path between self-esteem and cohesion ihdicated'thdt a person with higher self-esteem
Figure 8. Hypothesized Model 5 for Cohesion and Self-Esteem. This model was rejected
due to poor model fit statistics. x Represents significant paths p < .05:. x* represents
significant paths p < .01. d represents disturbances. Note that a negative performance
difference indicated that the particifant outperformed his friend while a positive
performance difference indicated that the friend outperformed the participant. A
performance difference of zero indicated that the participant and his friend played golf
iqually well. '- '' . :
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Figure 9. Model 6 for Cohesion and Self-Esteem. This model was aicepted based on
model fit statistics. Note that a negative performance difference indicated that the
participant outperformed his friend while a positive performance diffdrence indicated that
the friend outperformed the participant. A performance difference of zero indicated that
the participant and his friend played golf equally well. x Represents significant paths p <
.05; ** represents significant paths p < .01. d represents disturbances.
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was rhore likely to perceive the team to be high in task cohesion. As previously indicated,
the interpretation of this particular model should be restricted to participants with higher
self-esteem. An interpretation of the effect on individuals with low self-esteem would
violate the assumptions of structural equation modeling with respect to this particular
data.
The indirect effect between self-esteem and cohesion, however, showed that the
perception of cohesion might be related to differences in performance between
teammates. The indirect path between'self-esteem and cohesion was marginally
significant and indicated that a golfer with higher self-esteem would be more likely
to surround himself with people who were better goliers. Figure 9 also indicated that
team cohesion in this sample was better defined by task cohesion than by social cohesion.
In response to the hypothesis that task cohesion will be higher than social cohesion if the
task was relevant, the results showed that there was no significant path between rblevance
and team cohesion.
Summary
The path analyses identified a consistent pattern in all six models. Three models
related to the first hypothesis which stated that a golferrwould choose to be friends with
teammates of lesser golf ability if golf was relevant to how they defined themselves, but
would not be as close to more successful golfers if they perceived golf to be relevant to
how they defined themselves. The nExt three models were rdlated to tlie second
hypothesis that if relevance of golf was important to how the participant defined himself,
the participant would be associated with the group for,task rea'sons more than for social
reasons.
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In both hypotheses it was found that the path analyses revealed no support for the
importance of relevance in determining how close the participant felt to his teammates.
The results indicated that self-esteem, however, might be an overriding factor in who
participant chose as friends. Interestingly, it was found that self-esteem was highly
correlated with relevance as well as performance difference. Both the hypotheses were
rejected due to the lack of support for relevance, but th'e basic assumption of the SEM
model was preserved when self-esteem was added to the models.
I
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
This chapter presents a discussioil of bbth hypotheses in relation to previous
re-search. A test of whether a golfer would choose to be friends with teammates of lesser
golf ability if golf was relevant to how they defined themselves (Hypothesis l) will be
addressed first with consideratiori of the role of self-esteem.
Then thC relationship between Tcsscr's(1988)SEヽl modcl and cohcsion will be
discussed in relation to llypothcsis 2:If golf was highly rclcvant to thc participant,thc
participant would be associated with the group for priinarily task rathcr than social
.reasons. Finally,the relation of these findings tO futurc rcscarch and thc contribution of
the present thesis will be discussed.
Friendship Choice in an Athlctic Context
The SEM Inodel(TcSSer,1988)hypothesizcs that a pcrson,will choosc to bc c19se
to othcrs who(1)dO nOt Out perfollllthenl on things that are Felevant and thereby do not
thrctten thcm by cOmparison,but(2)do out perform them On things that ar,irrCICVant so
that they rnight bask in re■ected glo y.
The priinary purpOse ofthis stidy was to apply thc SEM modcl to an athlctic ficld
setting where less rescarch has bcen conductcd. In the prcscnt research,no variables
were manipulated,but the mcasurcmcnts wcrc a function of each individual's established
pcrceptibns offricndshib and・r lcvanceしand a direct mcasure ofthcir golf pcrfomance in
comparison to that oftheir teammates.
?。?
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Hypothesis 1
It was hypothesized that if golf was personally relevant, each golf team member
would be more likely to choose to be friends with teammates who performed worse; but,
if golf was irrelevant, they would be more likely to choose to be friends with teammates
who performed better.
The results indicated that the participants in general felt closer friendships with
better performing teammates. Path analyses revealed no support for the importance of
relevance in determining how close the participant felt to his teammhtes. In light of
previous findings which underscore the importdnce of relevance (Tesser & Paulhus,
igS:;'Tesser et al., 2000) it was surprisihg to find no significant relationship.
There are several potential reasons for the failure to find an effect of the
importance of activity relevance. One reason could be that relevance was not measured
properly. However, activity relevance in this research was measured in a similar fashion
to other SEM studies where the importance of relevance was detected.
It is.pbssible, of course, that there is no affect of activity reletance on closeness
ratings. It is more likely, however, that the failure to detect an effect is because most of
the sample believed that golf was highly relevant. These participants freely choose t6
engage and strive for success in golf. The activity is then, by definition, characterized as
relevant (Tesser & Campbell, 1984). In a true test of the SEM model, what this sample
was lacking was a critical mass of participants who believed that golf was irrelevant.
Though relevance of the activity did not show the expected effect, the findings are still
interpretable ri'ithin the context of the SEM model. Consistent with hypothesis 1, those
who felt golf was of lesser relevance to the way in which they defined themselves were
:
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more likely to surround themselves with people who were better performers. This could
possibly be explained by the participant's degree of self-esteem.
Self-Esteem
Another reason why relevance is still likely to be important is the significant'
negative correlation with self-esteem. In this sample,'76Vo of the participants were high
in self-esteem with very few participants exhibiting low self-esteem. The results showed
that those individuals who were higher in self-esteem chose to be closer friends with
individuals who performed better, and reported that golf was less relevant to how they
defined themselves personally. This pattern was consistent across all models.
How do wc explain thc overall pattern,thcn,that seems overtly inconsistent with
the basic Prcrnise ofthe SEヽI Inodel? With thc addition of sclf―cstcem tO the model,
results indicatcd that relcvance was not without importance. Results indicated that a
pcrson with higher self―est em was less likely to define hilnselfin terms of golf and thus
was able to surround hiinsclf with pcople who wcre bettcr golfcrs. This is consistent with
rcsearch by Wood et al.(1999)WhiCh indicated that a person with a higher self―esteem
would not feel threatcncd by a bettcr pcrforrning closc other and therefore could be close
despitc relevance of the activity(See also Tesser&Ⅳloore,1989;Tcsscr et al.,2000).
Wood et al.(1999)fOund that a person who isligh m SCliesteem could seek comparison
♂
in strength areas rather than only in an arca,of weakness. Taken togcther,if golf is
perceived as an area of strcngth,high scliestttm coull故plain why｀a per on could scck
to comparc hilnself to a better perfolllling Othcr.Silnilarly,a laboratory study by Yinon et
al.(1989)indiCated that participants tcnded to′in eract more with a bettcr perfolllling
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other when the performance reflected a dimension or an area in which they expected to
reach excellence and when they hoped to learn from a better performing individual.
In summary, a high self-esteem may offer some protection against the threat to self-
evaluation, and allow an individual to compare oneself to a stronger'performer in'an area
in,which they hope to learn from the better performing individual (Tesser & Moore,
1989). As was seen across all models, when self-esteem was added, the results of the
study consistently supported the underlying assumption of the SEM model that a person
behaves to maintain a positive self-evaluation. Self-esteem was an important variable in
predicting who the participant chose as friends. Future studies should continue to
measure self-esteem when considering whether a person would choose to be closer to a
better performing other and when they prefer to not to be as close.
The Performance-Cohesion Relationship
Another purpose of the study was to apply Tesser's model to the performance-
cohesion relationship using the Group Environment Questionnaire (GEQ; Carron et al.,
1985), a commonly used measure of task and social cohesion.
Psychometrics of the Group Environment Ouestionnaire
Paskevich et al. (2001) suggested that more empirical data of the coiceptual
model of cohesion would be helpful to advance research in cohesion. Similarly, Carron
et at. (2OOZ) called for an understanding of the "why" behihd the performance-cohesion
relationship and specified the importance of distinguishing between social and task
cohesion. As can be seen in Table 2, thereliability coefiiiientS for ATG-T, GI-S and
I
GI-T are universally acceptable across"published work. However, consistent with even
the work of Carron et al. ( 1985) we found that the reliability coefficient of the ATG-S
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sub-scale was weaker than the remaining three sub-scales and appears to be the ldast
reliable sub-scale. Simply by deleting Item #1 ("I enjoy other parties more than team
parties") the alpha reliability coefficidnt for the ATG-S rose from .19 to .73. We
recommend that future researchers using the GEQ investigate the reliability improvement
of ATG-S associated with the deletion of Item #7.
Hypothesis 2
Initially, it was hypothesized that the SEM model might offer insight into
discovering the mechanism behind the performance-cbhesion relationship, and
potentially identify why there were meaningful inconsistent results in the performance-
cohesion literdture. The existing research does not offer such an explanation and neither
does it identify the precise causal relationship between cohesion and performance. Given
the predictions of the SEM model, it was hypothesized that if relevance of the sport
activity was high, the group would exhibit cohesion surrounding the task, rather than the
social environment. This hypothesis was based purely on literature from the SEM model
because research on relevance has not been conducted in an athletic setting, nor has it
been connected to the cohesion literature. Data analysis, however, indicated that
perceptions of cohesion were not related to relevance of golf or performance differences.
Thus, the second hypothesis was also rejected.
Perceptions of cohesion were｀highly related to self―steem. Thc direct path from
self―esteem to tearn cohesion indicatcd that thc higher thc participants self―cs c m the
highcr the sense oflask COhesion.Thcorctically,a person with a high Sclf―est em can
focus on exceptional task pcrfollllance with the groむp becausc a be ter perf lHling other
does not damage thc pcrception of thc self. Nolぎtud ёS have been located that relatc self‐
´ 'f
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esteem to cohesion and it is recommended that future research should investigate whether
athletes high in self-esteem are less liliely'to f""t the need to est;bliih friendships than are
athletes who are low in self-esteem. Thus, an individual would be less likely to require
feeling integrated and attracted to the team for social reasons, and could focus attention
on exceptional task performance.
This research shows that higher self-esteem has a direct positive effect on
perceptions of team cohesion. The higher an individual's self-esteem the higher the
perception of task cohesion. This was an important facet of this research that does not
appear in previous research. If self-esteem indeed leads to a higher sense oftask
cohesion, and higher cohesion leads to increased performance, efforts to increase self-
esteem may be one way to increase performance. While speculativei future research
should investigate whether the increase in self-esteem'will serve to increase performance.
Future Research
Future research should consider investigating the relationship between closeness,
relevance, performance difference, and self-esteem. This research indicated that the
higher the level of self-esteem, the higher were the closeness ratings given to a better
performing teammate. Thus, the foundational aspects of the SEM model were preserved.
Recommendations for future research would be to investigate in greater detail both the
relationship between relevance and self-esteem- and to test their effect on closeness and
performance. Future research should also be sure to include participhnts with low as well
as high self-esteem and use alarger number of participants. This study cannot effectively
address the effect df low self-esteem on closeness because participants in this sample
largely represented people with higher self-esteem. To extrapolate these findings to
.d
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individuals with low self-esteem would violdte the assumptions of structural equation
modeling. Future research should also investigate how cohesion is related to self-esteem
and affected b! a better performing teammate. To do so may advance the identification
of the mechanism behind the performance-cohesion relationship.
Importance of the Present Findines
The contribution of the present research is in elucidating the role of self-esteem in
both individual friendship choices and cohesion. The SEM model is conceptually
applicable to the athletic venue, but to date has not been applied in this context. Thus,
this research provides an excellent example of applying this theory outside of the
laboratory and with athletes.
Secondly, future researchers investigating task and social cohesion could benefit
from deleting item #'7 fromthe GEQ to gain more consistent results when using the
Group Environment Questionnaire. This may also aid future researchers in their attempt
to understand the performance-cohesion relaiionship.
Finally, the importance of introducing a highly tested social psychological model
into the literature of sport psychology should not be undervalued. This research functions
as a bridge between two fields of psychological inquiry. Future research should continue
to introduce other models from social psychology,i.nto the-athletic venue.
1
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
* 
SumCIary
R"sdu."h oh self-evaluatibh is complex but plentiful. For decades researchers
have investigated the SEM model which hypothesized how people choose to interact with
one another based on clos'eness; activity relevance and personal task performance. This
study could be characterized as one of the many, yet there are certain features that make
'a
it unique. It is unique in terms of applying the SEM model to an athletic context where
performance is of utmost import. The athletic venue represents a real world setting
where the participantS practice daily to maximize performance and where there is daily
interaction with"other teammates that are performing on precisely the same task as the
participant. The results of this study show that in daily activities athletes behave to
maintain a positive self-evaluation and that self-esteem is critically important to the
process. The present study indicates that self-esteem might actually be an overriding
factor in determining how close one will be to someone who is performing better on a
relevant task.
The cohesion literature has identified an important need to understand how
cohesion affects performance and how performance affects cohesion. Less than ayear
ago, Paskevich et al. (2001) called foi an understanding of the mechanism-behind the
performance cohesion relationship. Carron et al. (2002) have just recently made it even
more apparent that there is a need to understand how performance affects cohesion and
vice versa. They recommended that research should address the " why" and "how" of
the performance-cohesion relationship, taking a particular lbok at two aspects of
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cohesion:task and social cohesiσn. ]Because ome research indicates that the
pcrformancc―cohesion relationship is positiVe,and other research indicates that the
relationship is negative,・rescarch rs are unclear as to precisely when performance
increases are going to be beneficial to cohesion,and whcn in factthcy nlight be
detrimental.「rhc present study represcnted an attemptto examine thё pcrformance―
cohcsion relationship from thc theoretical standpoint of the SEⅣl lnode .
Based on the results of this study, future research should investigate whether the
inconsistent findings between cohesion and performance could be linked to an
individual's level of self-esteem. Perhaps the level of self-esteem determines when it is
reasonable to be closer friends with a better performing teammate and when it might be
unreasonably damaging to one's positive sense -of self. That is, in the present study,
higher self-esteem was associated with the inclusion of higher performing individuals as
one's closest friends, as well as with a concomitant increase in task cohesion. Self-esteem
should be routinely assessed when investigating the performance-cohesion relationship.
This research strongly supports the Carron et al. (2002) contention that the distinction
between task and soiial cohesion is critically imporlant. Research that fails to properly
distinguish between task and social ccjhesion may be unable to detect th'e performance-
cohesion relationship. Future research should indeed investigate more fully when
cohesion leads to increased performance and whether self-esteem might function as a
catalyst for- such a relationship.
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Conclusion
The SEM■odёl Was designed tQhakc Speciic ri・ ediCtiOns abOutthe relationship
between friendshiうchoiCe,perfollllance,and relevance of a specific act市ity.It was
anticipated that this study nlight serve as a bridge between social psychology and sport
psychology by applying a well―supportcd social psychological thcory to an athletic
context. It was also ariticipated that sport psychology rescarch on cohesion and
performance combincd with social psychological research on friendship choicc could
offer important insights into discovering the mechanisΠl behind thc pcrformancc―
cohcsion relatiOnShip.Though the rnechanisΠl behind the pcrfollllancc―ohesio
relatiOnship remains elusive,thc results of this study highlight that such an understanding
of the pcrfottance―c hesion relationship may come with an indcrstanding ofthe role of
self―esteem.
Recommendations
Future studies on friendlhip choice and cohesion in an athletic context should
incorporate self-esteem in the performance-cohesion relationship. In addition, we
recommend that future researchers using the GEQ investigate the reliability improvement
associated with the deletion of Item #7. But most importantly, future studies on
friendship choice and cohesion should consider examining the performance-cohesion
relationship as it relates to self-esteem. While the present study did not provide direct
support for the importance of relevance, there was consistent support for the basic
assumption of the SEM model that a person behaves to maintain or increase a positive
self-evaluation.
1 1
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 ´       、   Appendix A
・        LETTER TO COACHES
Dear Golf Coach: `
Thank you for your willingndss tb participate in my study.Not only will your
participation help ine to finish my requirements for iny Master'sl)egrec in]Exercise and
Sp9rt SCiCnccs at I●,ca COllCgc,butit may also add important knowledge to thc current
literature in sport psychology. So far,few researchers havc taken the opportunity to test
cOhesiOn On individual sports such as golf.
I have cnc10sed 10 quёstion面aires and a self―addressed stamped envelopc.Iam
interestcd in´getting rcsponses fronl your entire teanl not only the traveling team.
I haVe includcd a testing package that requires no explanation fronl you.All you
need to do is:
●  Rcad and sign the enclosed infolllled consent forrn for coachcs.
●  Hand outthc package and ask your athletes to return it once thcy have completed it.
●  When your athletes hand back the testing package,please provide cach athlctc with
the debriefing statement thatis also encloscd in the envelope.
●  Whcn you have reccived all of your athletes'information,I would be gratefulif you
could retum it as soon as possible in the self addrcsscd stampcd cnvclope.
lf you needany further infollllation,please feel free to contact rne.I very much
appreciate your participation in this study.
Sincerely,
Charlottc Wahlin
H l West Clinton Strect Apt l,Ithaca,NY 14850
Phone: 6072750761,EInail:Wahlin4(Dhotinail.com
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AppenⅢX B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR COACHES
l.Purposc Of Studv: ‐
The purpose of this study is to cxanline friendship patterns on golf teams.
2.Beneits Of The Studv:
For lnore than almost 5 dёc des researchcrs have been very intereもtOd in′the ffect
thtt cohcs10n his on ttrfOmance.You will・get a glimpse of how rescarch is conductcd
by some sport'psych010gists. The application of thc infollllation gleaned from this study
could at some signi■dantly later point beゎPlied tO yOur tthletes'perfomlances.
3.What You Will Be Asked To Do:
The study will require 30 1ni,utes of your athletes'tilne. They will be asked to fill out 6
questionnaircs regarding their frichdshp pattems and attitudes.Itis imlo■anttha they are as
honest as possible in their evaluation of themselves and others.
4.RiSks:      ・
Thcy wili not cxpe五encc any physical or pSychological harm. In the unlikely
cvent of physical or psychologiCal ha111l sutteCtS Will be referred to the Counseling
Center.
5.If You Would Like Morc lnforlnation About The Studv:
PIcase contact:               Challotteヽrヽahlin
lthaca CoHege
・            607-275-0761
′wahlin4(DhOtmail.com
6.Withdrawal From The Studv?
Your athletes are free to withdraw from the studv at anv ume.If they choose.not to・
continue the study,there情ill be no pёdty or negttive effect.In addition,thy arc frcc
to refuse to answer questions on any part of this stidy.
7.How The Data Will Bc Maintained ln C6nfidence?
All data collected in the experilnent win be held in.℃omp ete co fidence. This lneanS that the
data will be kept confidential,.such thtt names will never be associated with particular data.After
completion,the invento五9ξlwill be assigncd number codes so as to ensure further confidentiality.
All of the questionnaires will remain confidёtttia . The only people that will・have access to this
list are the prinCipal investigators. All reporting 9f thiS information to outside parties.will be
donc.h grΨpf°品・No name,win everり,aSSoCialed With this hformation in any disclosures.
8.I havc rёad ihe ab6velnfδ品idon血むI血dёrstaごとis contents and l agree to particゎate in
this study.                                ・
Print Name and Job Title* ,.
Signature
Educational lnstitution
Date
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Appendix C
LETTER TO ATHLETES
Yciur Coach has agreed to pailicipate in a study on friendship patterns on Golf
teams. I h6pe yod*will'take the tinie to participate and return the questionnaires to your
cbach as'soon as possible, preferably within the next 24 hours.
For )tour'voice to be heard and your data to be used it is very important that .',tou
read and siqn the infqrmed consentform on the first paee.
The purpose of the study is to examine friendship patterns on golf teams. 'You
will be asked to complete 6 short questionnaires. These questionnaires pose no physical
or psychological risk and'the task will lik'ely take about 30 minutes. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time. If you choose not to continue the study there will
be no penalty or negative effect. In addition, you are free to refuse to answer any
questions on any part of this study.
Because we are studying friendship choices it is essential that you be as hbnest as
possible. You must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. If you are
under 18, we need to have your parents' approval. Your coach has approved this time for
us to collect this data.
Again, when you answer the questions, p!ry be as honest as possible and do not
discuss your answers with any of your teammates or your Coach. If you have any
questions or would like more information please feel free to contact me.
When you are finished,
PLEASE SEAL TIIE ENVELOPE AND RETUBN IT TO YOUR COACH.
If you are ready to begin, turn to the next page of this testing package.
Thank you for your participation!
Sincerely,
Charlotte Wahlin
Graduate Student
Exercise and Sport-Sciences
Ithaca College
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Appendix D
INFORMED CONSENT FOR ATHLETES
l. Purpose Of Study:
The purpose of this study is to examine friendship patterns on golf teams.
2. Benefits Of The Study
For more than almost 5 decades researchers have been very interested in the effect that
cohesion has on performance. You will get a glimpse of how research is conducted by some
sport psychologists. The application of the information gleaned from this stud! could at some
significantly later point be applied to your own performance.
3. What You Will Be Asked to.Do:
The study will ieqtrire 30 niinutes of your time. You will be asked to fill out 6
questionnaires regarding your friendship patterns and attitudes. It is important that you are as
honest as possible in your evaluation-of yourself and others.
4. Risks T-
Ydu will rioi,Sxperience any physical or psychological harm. In the unlikely event of
physical;or psychological harm subjects will be referred to the Counseling Center.
5. If You Would Like More Information About The Study:
Please contact:
6.Withdrawal From Thざsぬdv?
Charlotte Wahlin
3     1thaca CollcgO
607-275-0761
wahlin4(Dhotinail.com
You are free to withdraw from the studv at anv time.If you choose notto continue
the study,there will be no penalty or negative effect.In addition,you are free td reilseおanswer
questions on any part of this study.
7.How The Data Will Bc NIlaintained ln Confidence?
All data collected in the exPcril■ent will be held in complete confidence. This lneans that
the data will be kept confidential,such that names will never be associated with particular datar
After completion,thc invento五es will b  assigned number codes so as to ensure further
confidentiality. All of the questionnaires will remain confidential.Neither your coach nor your
teallllmates will gain access to these data。「Fhe only people that will have access to this data are
the principal investigators. All reporting of this infollllatiOn to outside parties will be done in
group form.You and your name will never be associated with this infollllatiOn in any
disclosures.
8. I havc rcad thc above infollllation and l understand its contents and l agrce to participate in
this study. I acknOwiedge thatl am of 18 ycars of age or older. Ifl am not 18 years Of age or
older,Iny parents signature has been obtained below.
Athlete Signature Parent Signature (Ifathlete is under 18 years of age)
Print Name Date
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Birthdhy:
絆              Appendix E
COVER PAGE
・・ソI rレ=  ・
3  1
Please circle: Male
Female'
Please circle:
1." Freshman
2. Sophomore
3. Junior
4. Senior
5. Other: Please Specify:
Number of years of plaj'ing golf competitively:-Years
Briefly describe how you would compare your level bf golf skills to your teammates:
Pleasc provide thc name of your Educational lnstitution:
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Appendix'F
THE GROUP ENVIRONMENT- QUESTIONNAIRE
Carron et al. (1985)
This questionnaire is designed to assess your perceptions of your athletic team.
There are no right or wrong answers so please give your immediate reaction. Some of
the questions may seem repetitive but please answer ALL questions. Your candid
responses are very importanlto us. Your responses will be kept in strict confidence.
Neither your coach nor anyone other than the researcher will see your responses.
The following questions are designed to assess your feelings about YOUR
PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT with this team. Please CIRCLE a number from 1 to 9
to indicate your level of agreement with each of the statementsr
1. I do not enjoy being a part of the social activities of this team.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9
Strongly
Disagtee
2. I amnot happy with, the u*.iuni of playing time'I get.
123456789
Strongly
4gree
Strongly
Disagree , .* ..:. .,,
3. I am not going to miss the members of ihis tearh when the season ends.
123-456789
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
DisagiCe
Strongly
Agree
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4.I am unhappy with my teanl's level of desire to win.
????
ー
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Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
5. Some of my best friends are on this team.
Strongly
Disagree
6. This team does not give me enough opportunities to improve my personal
performance.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
7.I enJOy other parties lnore than tcanl parties.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
8. I do not like the style of play on this team.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
9. For me, this team is one of the most important social groups to which I belong.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
8
6
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The following questions are designed to assess your perceptions of YOUR TEAM AS A
WHOLE. Please CIRCLE a number from I to 9 that best indicates your level of agreement with
each of the statements.
10.Our united in trying to reach its goals for performance.
34567
? ? ?
?
?
Strongly
Disagree
1 l. Members of our team would rather go out on their own
123456
Strongly
Agree
than get together as a team.
789
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
12.We all take responsibility for any loss or poor performance by our team.
67
Strongly
Disagree
13. Our team members rarely party
1234
Strongly
Agree
together.
5
Strongly
Disagree
14. Our team members have conflicting aspirations for the teanl's performance.
Strongly
Agree
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
????
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15. Our team would like to spend time together in the off-season.
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
[6. If members of our team have problems in practice, everyone wants to help them so
we can get back together again.
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
17. Members of our team do not stick together outside of practices and games.
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
18. Members of our team do not communicate freely about each athlete's responsibilities
during competition or practice.
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
Appendix G
RELEVANCE
Plette rtte tbe fol10Wing categories on the scale below on how impcirtanttheシ舵 in
your life.Thc category with thcりgheSt relevance in your life should reccive the highcst
ratingo That is.the tate2ories with thO higheSt ratings will be those that are most
closelv related to the wav in which you derlne vour self:Plcasc continue until all
.categories havc becn rated. You may usc any numbcr between O and 10o..
【                                        1
How importantis cach category is in you life?
0
No Relevance
Academics
Family
Happiness.
Adventure
Friends
50
Moderate Relevance
100
Highest Relevance
Sleep
Religion
Success
Career
Golf
Respect 
_
ValuesAvlorals
Wcalth
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Imptttance:
1.Please circle the number corresponding to how important golfis to you:
1          2          3          4          5
Not important Highly Important
Priority:
2. Please circle.the number corresponding to the priority that golf has in your life:
1      2‐″  ,  3 躊   4      5
, ト  ニ     ・ ・ 1 1       ・         '
High PriorityNot a priority
Commitment:
3. Please circle the number correspondpetp how committed you are to playing golf:
12345
Not committed Highly committed
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Appendix H
CLOSENESS
Please rate your fellow teammates on a scale from 0 to 100 according to how
much vou like them or like to spend time with them. You may use any number between
0 and 100 to represent the closeness of your friendship. It is understandable that you may
consider all of your teammates your friends. By placing an individual lower you are not
necessarily expressing dislike for that person. It is natural and inevitable that you are
friendlier with some people than with others. We are interested in an overall pattern for
the team rather than for any particular friendship. Individdal names will be removed and
no names will ever aciompany results of this study.
Please provide the name of your teammate and rate the closeness of your friendship on a
scale frbm 0-100.. r :
0
Not close at all
Mv closest friend on
- .50
Somewhat close
100
Very close
the team is (name):
' (Friendship rating):
Mv second closest friend on the tcam is(name):
(Friendship rating):
Mv third dosest■iend on the team is(name):
(Friendship rating):
The teammate I feel most distaht from is (name):
(Friendship rating):
The second teammate I feel moSt distant from is (name):
(Friendship rating):
The third teammate I feel most distant from is (name):
(Friendship rating):
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Pleabe explain what makes someone a close friend:
= :   :         、  “
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Appendix I
PERFORMANCE
Please provide the name of the top 3 overall best golf players on your team. If you
feel you belong in the top 3 provide your name. Be honest. Then rate your teammates'
level of performanbe. Use the scale below from 0-100 to represent how good of a golf
player you think"each person is. A score of 0 represents poor performer and 100
represents a very good performer. Finally, rate yourself on how good a golf player you
feel you are. You can use anV number between 0-L00 to illustrate level of performance.
0
Poor
Performei
0=Poof PerforJer f50=Average Performer
100
Very Good
Performer
100 = Very Good erformef
r50
Average
Perforlller
The best golf player on the team is (name): (performance rating):
The second best golf player on the team is (name): 
-(performance 
rating):-
Thethirdbestgolfplayerontheteamis(name):-(performancerating):-
The worst golf player on the team is (name): .(performance rating) :_
The second worst golf player on the team is (name): 
-(perforrnance 
rating):-
The third worst golf player on the team is (name): 
-(performance 
rating):-
Please rate g performance on the scale from 0 
- 
100.
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Appendix J
ROSENBERG'S SELF―ESTEEM SCA■E(1965)
Please answer the following questiOns using the response scale provided.Read the
response scales bclow very carefully. Plcasc circlc the right answcr.
1.I feel that I'IIn a person of worth,atlcast on an equal plane with othcrs.
1           2           3・              :イ
S′″れgりαg″`  Ag″`    Disαgrι    S′“れg″DiSαg″ι
2.I feel that l havc a nulnbcr of good qualiticsi
1           2            3                  4
S′
“
んg″αgrι  Agrιι    Djsαg“`    S′“れg″Disαg″ι
3.All in all,I am inclined to feel that・Ia孟壷ilure.′ 1       1
1           2           3                 4   '
S′rθれgりagrι`  Agrιι    Disαg″`    S″“れgりDiSagκι
4.I anl able to do things as well as inost other people.
1           2           3                 4
S′″れg″αgκ`  Agκι    Dj∫αgrθι    Sι″れg″Dj∫αg″`
5.I feell do not havc much to be proul of・                      .
1           2           3                 4
S′あんg″agrι  Agrιι    Disαgκι    S′
“
れg″DjSαgκι
6.I takc a positive attitude toward mysclf.
1           2           3                 4
S`“んgtt αg″`  Ag″ι    Disαgrι    S′″れg″Dj∫αg″`
7.On the whole,I am satisfied with mysclf.
1           2           3                 4
srrθれgりαgrι  Agrιι    Disαg″ι    S′κれgりDiSαgrι
`
8.I wish l could have more respcct fOr rnyself.
1            2            3                  4
S″″刀g″αgrι  Agrιι    Dおαgκ`    S′“れg″Dj∫αg″ι
9.I certainly feel useless at times.
1             2             3                   .4
S′
“
れgりαg″ι  Ag″θ   Disαg″ι    S′κれgりDJ∫αg″
`
10.At tilnes,Ithink that l anl no good at all.
1           2           3                 ィ
S′κれg″αgrι  Ag″ι    DJsαg″ι    s′
“
れgりDiSag″
`
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Appendix K
DEBRIEFING STATEMENT
Within the field of sport psychology, there has been a greatdeal of interest in the
relationship between team cohesion and athletic performance. Research indicates that as
performance increases, cohesion seems to increase. Likewise, as cohesion increases so
does performance. But research also indicates that sometimes increased athletic
performance can interfere with team cohesion. It is possible that sport psychologists can
draw on other disciplines to help explain both the primary cohesion-perforrhance
relationship and the conditions under which we would expect to find these negative
relationships. Tesser (1988) developed the Self-Evaluation Maintenance (SEM) model
with precisely these issues in mind. The SEM model makes specific predictions about
the relationship between friendship choice and performance based upon the relevance of
the activity. Consequently, the present research investigated the effect of activity
relevance on your choice of friends in an athletic context.
For any further information please contact:
Charlotte Wahlin
Ithaca College
607- 215- 0761
wahlin4@hotmail.com
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Appendix L
RECRUITING STATEMENT
Excuse me Sir,
May I speak with you for a minute? My name is Charlotte and I am a graduate
student at Ithaca College. I am in the process of doing research on Golf teams and how
friendship choices may eventually effect performance.
I am doing this research as a requirement for completing my thesis and I was
wondering if you have few minutes to talk right now or if there would be a better time
. that I can catch you? This will only take a few minutes.
I am interested in handing out some questionnaires to your athletes that will take
them about 25 minutes to complete. The questionnaires are about friendship, golf, and
**1;;e 
the Human subjects Committee approval from Ithac-a college uro,n"r"
que-dtionnaires are not going to pose any harm to your athletes.
If you are interested, I can give the envelope to you right now. In thelnvelope, I
have placed a letter to you and an informed consent form that you need to sign. Also,
there are 10 envelopes with each testing package. What is required is for you to hand
these testing packages out to all your athletes even to those not competing today and ask
them to return them as soon as possible. When your athletes return with the testing
package, it is essential that you give them a debriefing statement so that they know the
details of the study in which they have participated. Once all members of your team have
completed the testing packages, you need to mail them back to me in the self-addressed-
stamped envelope. In the letter that is in here, I have explained the procedure that I just
told you and if you have any concerns or questions I would be more than willing to help
you with that as well.
I thank you very much for participating in my study.
Good luck with the rest of the tournament.
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Appendix M
WHAT MAKES SOMEONE A CLOSE FRIEND?
1. If they listen to you, hang out with them and are there when you need to talk
Z. Someone that listens and cares. Be there when you need them (For"tough times).
Courteous. Doesn't talk behind your back.
3. Easy to get along with, similar interest
4. Nice, respects m, funny but knows when to be mature'
- 5. Someone you hang out with on a consistent basis'
6. Someone who you can turn to talk to when something is wrong. There are always
there to listen.
7. Nothitig
8. Always there in a problem and is nice and easy to get along with.g. Someone you can have fun with and you know you can depend on then if you need
someone.
10. Trust and respect for each other
11. One who is honest and respect you no matter the situation.
.12. Commitment. Being there with them when you need it, (Fan tines?)
13. There for yori; can trust him, has a good time with you.
14. Someone you have good time with, same intbrest, good sense of humor
15. A close friend supports you at all time. One who you have fun with and'has similar
interests.
16. They are there for me in my time of need.
17. Their ability to put themselves in your shoes.
18. They care.
19. They respect your feelings. You can relate to their interest, and have activities in
common. You enjoy being around them. You ban share very personal thoughts with
them.
- 1}.Someone who listens and is willing to help you out. Friendly, approachable, and easy
to get to know.
21. Acombination of time spent together, mutual respect, enjoyment of time together,
similar values.
22.You enjoy their company, spend time together.
23.Easy to talk to. Good values, stick up for you, priaks, funny, nuts.
24. Common interests, trust, common personality traits, easy to talk to, reliable.
25. Similar overall interests, sense of humor, easy to talk to.
26. Shares common activities and interests, able to discuss anything without fear of being
made fun, trust.
21 . Common interests, close in age, good personality, hang out comfortably outside of
golf.
28. There for me when I have a problem, talk to them about anything, not afraid to ask
them for a favor.
29. Respect, trusting caring.
30. Loyalty, fun
3t.
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3l.Thingyou have in common afld how fou tieat each &hdr.
33. A person that I can talk to about anything. Someone, I can laugh with etc.
34. Someone that is fun to be around and around a lit(?). 'r
35. Good communication, things in common. r
36.
37.They share the same interest as you, they care what you do, and they are fun to hang
outwith. 'r i t
38. Trust
Appendix N
HOW WOULD YOU DESRCIBE YOUR LEVEL OF GOLF TO YOUR TEAMMATES
1. Capable of shooting similar
2. I would say that everyone is on the same level as the skills go, but it just depends on
the mental game of the daY.
3. VerY comPetitive
4. Nothing
. 5. I am in the middle of thb Pack
6. I would say for the most part we are all equal, except for one or two guys
7. As good or better than most
8. Middle to top of team. Alex is the worst
9. Nothing
10. Equal to toP Performers
I l. I was very high freshman year, then I decfeased
12.Yery Similar
13.'Teammates are better than I
14. Solid player. Needs practice to'get to next level
1'5. I would describe my skills equal to or better than my teammates
16. My teammates and I are of the same skill level
17. Intermediate
18. Equal to or better
19. I compare equally with many of the members of the team. I am ranked 8th out of ten
guys.
20.I am not as long a hitter as some of the guys of the team but I play on consistency
21. Comparable, better at times and worse at times
22.My skills are comparable to those of the best golfers on the team.
23.Ifeel that I am the best, or at least in the top ? (1090) of the golf team
24. On any given day, I feel I am one of the better players if I stick to my skills.
25. Atleast at the same level as everyone on the team, better than some.
261Currently, I am one of the top players on the team. My golf skills compare with 3
other members of the team, clearly ahead of the rest.
27 .Ifeel I can compete with everyone and not feel intimidated by their skills. I don't feel
that anyone would claim they dre better than me overall.
28. Slightly better in most categories
29. Comparable
30. Average
31. About average but could bear anyone on any given day.
32.We are all around the same (Top 5)
33. I feel that I am one of the players on the team. 3 of us are pretty even.
34. Better than some, not as good as others
35. Comparable
36.
37.lfeel that I have good skills while my teammates also have good skills
38. On a similar level.
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